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ABSTRACT

Characterizing and Mitigating Virtual Machine Interference in Public

Clouds

by

Yunjing Xu

Co-Chairs: Michael Donald Bailey and Farnam Jahanian

This dissertation studies the mitigation of the performance and security interference

between guest virtual machines (VMs) in public clouds. The goals are to characterize the

impact of VM interference, uncover the root cause of the negative impact, and design novel

techniques to mitigate such impact. The central premise of this dissertation is that by iden-

tifying the shared resources that cause the VM interference and by exploiting the properties

of the workloads that share these resources with adapted scheduling policies, public cloud

services can reduce conflicts of resource usage between guests and hence mitigate their

interference. Current techniques for conflict reduction and interference mitigation overlook

the virtualization semantic gap between the cloud host infrastructure and guest virtual ma-

chines and the unique challenges posed by the multi-tenancy service model necessary to

support public cloud services.

This dissertation deals with both performance and security interference problems. It

characterizes the impact of VM interference on inter-VM network latency using live mea-

surements in a real public cloud and studies the root cause of the negative impact with

controlled experiments on a local testbed. Two methods of improving the inter-VM net-

work latency are explored. The first approach is a guest-centric solution that exploits the

properties of application workloads to avoid interference without any support from the un-

xi



derlying host infrastructure. The second approach is a host-centric solution that adapts the

scheduling policies for the contented resources that cause the interference without guest

cooperation. Similarly, the characteristics of cache-based cross-VM attacks are studied in

detail using both live cloud measurements and testbed experiments. To mitigate this secu-

rity interference, a partition-based VM scheduling system is designed to reduce the effec-

tiveness of these cache-based attacks.

Thesis Statement: By adapting resource scheduling policies to the distinctive proper-

ties of latency-bound and throughput-bound workloads, it is possible to mitigate the perfor-

mance and security interference between virtual machines that share hardware resources in

public clouds.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

With the emergence of cloud computing in the mid 2000s, computing resources became

public utility—a concept that dates back to the early 60s [28]. Among cloud computing

paradigms, Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) employs a pay-as-you-go model that allows

anyone with a valid credit card to rent a large amount of computing resources from cloud

data centers and only pay for what they use, without an upfront investment in hardware

infrastructure.

Public IaaS clouds, such as Amazon Elastic Cloud Compute (EC2) [54], are often used

to build Internet-scale Web applications, such as Netflix, Yelp, and Pinterest [73]. The

impact of public clouds on the consumer Internet is therefore enormous. For example, as of

April 2012, sites built on Amazon’s cloud alone attract one third of all Internet users every

day and contribute to more than 1% of all Internet consumer traffic [48].

A distinguishing feature of public clouds is multi-tenancy—hardware infrastructure is

shared by various users of different organizations. Thus, instead of allowing direct hardware

access, cloud providers use virtualization to give users access to computing resources in

the form of virtual machines (VMs), while still keeping the full control of the underlying

hardware infrastructure. Ideally, virtualization should give users the illusion of dedicated

hardware access and provide strong performance and security isolation between the virtual

machines that share physical machines, the data center network, or other layers of the cloud

infrastructure, so that they cannot interfere with one another.

Unfortunately, such isolation is routinely violated because of the contention for the

1



shared resources that are multiplexed between guest VMs in public clouds [43]. VMs

running different tasks may exhibit different resource access patterns. If VMs with con-

flicting resource access patterns are co-located on the same physical machines, they may

cause performance interference with each other [47, 55]. For example, the performance

of a workload with temporal locality in its memory access pattern relies heavily on the

efficiency of various levels of CPU caches, but its neighboring VMs may be running work-

loads that cause frequent cache eviction to force repeated main memory access for the same

contents [2]. Worse, such performance interference can even be abused by malicious neigh-

boring VMs to cause security problems. Potential threats include performance degradation

attacks [76] and cross-VM information leakage [66, 97].

Mitigating the performance and security interference between guest virtual machines

in public clouds is challenging because virtualization carries a semantic gap [17] between

the guests who manage application workloads and the hosts who manage the cloud infras-

tructure. Optimizations at one layer are made without understanding the mechanisms or

even intentions at another, and they tend to operate at cross purposes. For instance, from

the perspective of cloud guests, the extent of resource contention is determined by the re-

source schedulers that are host-controlled and operating below all guest VMs, while from

the host’s perspective, applications’ resource usage patterns may affect their scheduling

policies, but only guest VMs have the knowledge of such patterns.

The goals of this dissertation are to characterize the impact of VM interference on per-

formance and security and then design novel techniques to mitigate the negative impact.

The key idea is to identify the shared resources that caused the VM interference and adapt

the resource scheduling policies by exploiting the characteristics of guest application work-

loads. To mitigate the performance interference, two approaches are designed to function

from different sides of the virtualization abstraction. A guest-centric solution exploits the

difference in the qualitative properties of guest workloads to avoid excess resource con-

flicts without any support from the underlying host infrastructure, whereas a host-centric

solution adapts the scheduling policies for the contented resources that cause the interfer-

ence, without guest cooperation. Additionally, a partition-based VM scheduling system is

designed from the perspective of the host infrastructure to mitigate the security interference.

2



To realize this key idea, the first step is to characterize the impact of performance and

security interference and study their root causes. The potential impact of performance in-

terference may exist for the throughput and latency of network I/O, disk I/O and computa-

tional jobs. As network I/O latency becomes increasingly important for Internet-scale user-

facing applications [5, 95], this dissertation characterizes the impact and root cause of the

performance interference on the inter-VM network latency. Meanwhile, researchers have

designed various cross-VM attacks that are mounted by abusing shared processors, mem-

ory, or I/O subsystems [66, 60, 76, 85, 97]. This dissertation also characterizes the security

interference by exploring the details of two cross-VM attacks—a performance degradation

attack and a covert channel attack—that abuse the shared CPU cache. These attacks are of

particular interest due to the prevalence of processor sharing in public clouds.

The characterization studies show that both the performance and security interference

are consequences of the resource contention between guest VMs; this dissertation therefore

explores novel techniques to reduce conflicts of resource usage and mitigate VM interfer-

ence. By definition, avoiding hardware sharing completely would eliminate all possible

contention [43], but it also defeats the economic model of cloud computing. Instead, to

mitigate the performance interference, while still preserving the benefits of resource mul-

tiplexing, a restricted form of sharing is first designed to seek processor sharing with only

compatible workloads to therefore reduce the conflicts. This approach only requires knowl-

edge about guest application workloads above the virtualization semantic gap—it allows

guest VMs to reduce network latency without any infrastructure changes.

In addition, this dissertation presents a technique that adapts the resource scheduling

policies below the virtualization semantic gap to mitigate the impact of performance inter-

ference on inter-VM network latency without guest cooperation. This is a holistic design

that not only alleviates the performance interference caused by the contention of shared

processors, but it also reduces the conflicts of queueing space usage that exist in the host

network stack and data center switches, respectively, using the same design principles. The

key idea is to use shortest remaining time first scheduling [69]. This technique trades the

throughput of large tasks for reduced latency of small tasks, but it is possible to do so

without undue harm to throughput.
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Moreover, to mitigate the security interference, a partition-based VM scheduling system

is designed from the perspective of cloud service providers. By scheduling latency-bound

and throughput-bound VMs separately on disjointed sets of processors and assigning them

with scheduling policies tuned to their respective workload characteristics, this disserta-

tion shows that the negative impact of two cache-based cross-VM attacks—a performance

degradation attack and an information leakage attack—can be significantly reduced. Im-

portantly, by building this system on the unique properties of public cloud services, the

security benefits are obtained without introducing performance overhead to benign work-

loads. Instead, the performance of both latency-bound and throughput-bound workloads

are improved by using the same partition-based scheduling model.

The overall goal of this dissertation is to understand the impact of virtual machine

interference from both the performance and security perspectives, to analyze their root

cause, and to design novel techniques to mitigate the negative impact. In summary, this

dissertation makes the following contributions:

• Characterization of inter-VM network latency in public clouds. The network la-

tency between hosts within a data center is critical to the performance of large-scale

distributed systems, especially those with large fan-outs [5, 6, 95]. Using live mea-

surements in Amazon EC2, which is a leading public cloud provider [51], and testbed

experiments, we characterize the inter-VM network latency in virtualized cloud envi-

ronments. The study shows that the impact of interference on network latency exists

across the entire cloud host infrastructure—from the virtualization layer, through the

host network stack, to the network switches. The mean latency is found to be more

than twice as much as the baseline that has no interference, and the tail latency is

more than an order of magnitude higher. Worse, compared to its counterpart in ded-

icated data centers [5], the tail latency can still be two to four times as bad. Demon-

strated by controlled experiments, the root cause of the problem is the unchecked

contention of shared resources, including processors and the queueing space in both

physical hosts and data center switches, between guest virtual machines, and the pri-

mary reason for the long tail latency is the contention of shared processors between

incompatible workloads—latency-bound ones versus CPU-bound ones.
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• Design of a guest-centric solution to avoid long tail latency. As a first step to

mitigate the impact of interference on inter-VM network latency, a system called

Bobtail is designed to proactively detect the contention of shared processors between

incompatible workloads and seek to share only between compatible ones, as the in-

compatible sharing is the primary reason for the large latency tail. This is a guest-

centric design that allows cloud guests to exploit workload placement by leveraging

the knowledge of their workload properties without extra support from the underly-

ing host infrastructure. Using Bobtail, common communication patterns benefit from

reductions of up to 40% in 99.9th percentile response times.

• Design of a host-centric solution to mitigate all three latency problems. To tackle

all three latency problems revealed by the characterization study, a host-centric solu-

tion is designed to mitigate the performance interference by scheduling the contended

resources using the Shortest Remaining Time First principle, without causing undue

harm to throughput. Importantly, this goal can be achieved below the virtualization

abstraction by cloud providers without requiring or trusting guest cooperation. Exper-

imental and simulation results show that this host-centric solution can reduce median

latency of small flows by 40%, with improvements in the tail of almost 90%, while

reducing throughput of large flows by less than 3%.

• Characterization of cache-based cross-VM attacks. Cache sharing between guest

VMs gives rise to security threats against neighboring VMs on the same physical ma-

chine. Therefore, we characterize the impact of security interference by studying two

cache-based cross-VM attacks. Using controlled experiments on a testbed, the rela-

tionship between VMs’ workload patterns and the effectiveness of the cache-based

performance degradation attack against CPU-bound tasks is revealed. In addition, the

threat of a cross-VM covert channel that abuses the contention of shared L2 cache

is explored, and the limits of this threat are demonstrated by providing a quantifi-

cation of the channel bit rates and an assessment of its ability to do harm. Through

progressively refining models of this covert channel, from the derived maximums, to

implementable channels on the testbed, and finally in Amazon EC2 itself, our study
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shows how a variety of factors impact the ability to create effective channels, and

how this channel is only practical to leak small secrets like private keys. Importantly,

frequent VM preemption is demonstrated as the key to the effectiveness of both at-

tacks.

• Design of a host-centric solution to mitigate security interference. To mitigate the

impact of cache-based cross-VM attacks, a partition-based VM scheduling system is

designed from the perspective of cloud providers. Because frequent VM preemption

is critical to the effectiveness of the target attacks, this system separates latency-

bound VMs from throughput-bound VMs, and it schedules them on disjointed sets

of processors with scheduling policies tuned to their respective workload character-

istics. This scheduling scheme restricts cache sharing to only compatible workloads.

Therefore, it can mitigate the cache interference caused by the performance degra-

dation attack and reduce the amount of information that can be leaked via shared

cache. Importantly, the resulting system also improves the performance of benign

workloads due to controlled resource sharing, instead of incurring undue overhead.

The rest of the dissertation is organized as follows: Chapter 2 reviews the background

and related work relevant to the topic of this dissertation. The impact of VM interference

on inter-VM network latency and its root causes are presented in Chapter 3. Chapters 4

and 5 discuss the solutions that mitigate the impact performance interference on inter-VM

network latency from above and below the virtualization semantic gap, respectively. Chap-

ter 6 characterizes the security impact of two cache-based cross-VM attacks. Chapter 7

discusses a partition-based VM scheduling system designed to mitigate the security inter-

ference on shared CPU cache. Finally, Chapter 8 concludes the dissertation and discusses

future directions.
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CHAPTER 2

Background and Related Work

In this chapter, we review background information and the related work regarding cloud

hardware infrastructure and the resource management software. We choose Amazon’s Elas-

tic Compute Cloud as the subject of study since it is one of the largest public cloud offer-

ings [48] and the market leader [51]. In addition, we use the Xen hypervisor [11], which is

known to support EC2’s infrastructure [78], to review virtualization technologies.

2.1 Public Cloud Performance

Public clouds employ an infrastructure-as-a-service model that allows developers to

rent VM instances in a pay-as-you-go manner. Amazon’s Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) [54]

is a major public cloud service provider used by many developers to build Internet-scale ap-

plications. EC2 consists of multiple geographically-separated regions around the world. In

EC2’s terminology, each region contains several availability zones, or AZs, that are phys-

ically isolated and have independent failure probabilities; therefore, an AZ can be consid-

ered a data center (DC). Throughout this dissertation, AZ and DC are used interchangeably

unless noted otherwise. Hosts within the same AZ, or in different AZs within the same

region, are connected by a high-speed private network. Meanwhile, hosts within different

regions are connected by the public Internet. In other words, the traffic sent from EC2’s

east region to its west region is managed and billed in the same way as the traffic sent

from a third-party cloud service. A VM in EC2 is called an instance. There are different
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types of instances based upon size, performance characteristics, and cost. Depending on

types, a physical machine may be shared by more than one instance. Such configuration

information can be inferred using live measurements [66].

Various performance properties of EC2 have been explored. Wang et al. showed that the

network performance of EC2 is much more variable than that of non-virtualized clusters

due to virtualization and processor sharing [78]. Similarly, Schad et al. found a bimodal

performance distribution with high variance for most of their metrics related to CPU, disk

I/O, and network [68]. Barker et al. also quantified the jitter of CPU, disk, and network

performance in EC2 and its impact on latency-sensitive applications [12]. A. Li et al. com-

pared multiple cloud providers, including EC2, using many types of workloads and claimed

that there is no single winner across all metrics [52]. Ou et al. considered hardware het-

erogeneity within EC2, and they noted that within a single instance type and availability

zone, the variation in performance for CPU-intensive workloads can be as high as 60%

[62]. Following the same observation, Farley et al. conducted a study of placement gaming

that allows customers to exploit the performance variability in public clouds to lower the

cost of running their own workloads [27]. In this dissertation, we study the problems of

inter-VM network latency caused by VM interference and design novel techniques from

the perspectives of both cloud providers and their customers to mitigate the problems.

2.2 Public Cloud Security

In public clouds, resource sharing can be abused and give rise to various security prob-

lems. This dissertation studies two specific types of attacks—performance degradation at-

tacks [76, 67] and information leakage attacks [66]. A performance degradation attack is

an extension of the performance interference caused by resource contention. Attackers can

profile the activities of their neighboring VMs and intensify the contention of their shared

resources, on purpose, to reduce the performance of their neighbors.

An information leakage attack allows one VM to learn information from its neighbors

via shared resources in an unintended way. In 1973, Lampson discussed a classification

of the ways in which information can be transferred between programs (i.e., legitimate,
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storage, and covert channels) and defined covert channels as “those not intended for in-

formation transfer at all, such as the service program’s effect on the system load.” [49]

Two classes of covert channels have emerged—those based on storage and those based on

timing. In storage attacks, existing fields, memory locations, etc., are used to (secretly) en-

code information. For example, unused fields in network protocols can be used to convey

information in an unintended way [1, 3, 29].

Timing-based information leakage attacks are more sophisticated because the infor-

mation is encoded by varying the timing of events in a system. Thus, the receiver of a

timing-based information channel must understand the original encoding scheme in order

to obtain the actual information. For example, information channels constructed using the

time intervals between network packets fall into this category [15]. Leveraging cache-based

timing channels to extract cryptographic keys has been also studied extensively [46, 64].

Ristenpart et al. are the first to study the cross-VM information leakage problem in public

clouds [66]. They profiled the timing in accessing various resources shared by VMs on the

same physical machine and explored the timing difference to learn information secretively

across the virtual machine boundary. The security measurement in this dissertation expands

the scope of the pioneering work for this threat to show how a variety of factors impact the

ability to create effective timing channels.

2.3 Virtualization and Resource Scheduling

Virtualization technology is the cornerstone of public cloud services. It allows tenants

of various organizations to share the provider-controlled data center infrastructure. Be-

cause EC2 uses the Xen hypervisor [11] with various unknown customizations to support

its service [78], the internals of Xen are discussed in this dissertation when a detailed un-

derstanding of the virtualization technology is required.

The Xen hypervisor is an open source virtualization solution for various platforms in-

cluding x86, x86 64, IA64, and ARM [11]. It supports a virtualization technique called

paravirtualization, in addition to full virtualization. Compared to full virtualization, par-

avirtualization does not require hardware support, so it can be used on legacy hardware,
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while still providing acceptable performance. On the other hand, paravirtualization requires

modifications to the guest operating system kernel to directly interact with the underlying

hypervisor via hypercalls, which are analogous to syscalls in the operating system. The

Xen hypervisor only provides resource protection and scheduling functionalities and the

hypercall interface. Each guest operating system running on top of Xen is called a domain.

Virtual machine management and device drivers are delegated to a special privileged do-

main called dom0. Other non-privileged domains, known as domU, can only access devices

indirectly via dom0. Other virtualization platforms may have a host OS to process device

I/O requests for guest VMs. Because Xen’s dom0 and the host OS are functionally equiva-

lent for the discussion in this dissertation, we use these two terms interchangeably despite

their technical difference.

To manage hardware resources, Xen uses a credit-based VM scheduler [88]. By default,

it allocates 30ms of CPU time (time slice) to each virtual CPU (VCPU). This allocation is

decremented in 10ms intervals. Once a VCPU has exhausted its credit, it is not allowed

to use CPU time unless there is no other VCPU with credit remaining, as any VCPU with

credit remaining has a higher priority than any without. A runnable VCPU may preempt a

running VCPU if the former has a higher priority after the latter has run for more than 1ms

(rate limit). In addition, as described by Dunlap [25], a lightly-loaded VCPU with excess

credit may enter the BOOST state, which allows a VM to automatically receive first execution

priority when it wakes from an I/O interrupt. VMs in the same BOOST state run in FIFO

order. Even with this optimization, Xen’s credit scheduler is known to be unfair to latency-

sensitive workloads [78, 25] and susceptible to performance interference [61, 47, 80].

To solve these problems, various characteristics of this credit scheduler have been ex-

amined, including scheduler configurations [61] and the source of overhead incurred by vir-

tualization on the network layer [80]. Many designs have been proposed to improve Xen’s

default VM scheduler [31, 25, 44, 39, 18, 91, 90], and we compare these solutions in § 5.1.

In addition to improving the VM scheduler itself, Wood et al. created a framework for the

automatic migration of virtual machines between physical hosts in Xen when resources be-

come a bottleneck [83]. Mei et al. also pointed out that a strategic co-placement of different

workload types in a virtualized data center will improve performance for both cloud con-
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sumers and cloud providers [55]. One of the interference mitigation techniques proposed

in this dissertation also leverages a similar strategy that enables latency-aware workload

placement. Importantly, such placement can be achieved by cloud customers themselves

rather than requiring any support from the service providers.
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CHAPTER 3

Characterization of Inter-VM Network Latency

In this chapter, we study the performance interference between guest virtual machines

(VMs) in virtualized data centers. Among various performance metrics, the end-to-end

delay becomes increasingly important to the user experience for Internet-scale applica-

tions [5, 95]. Thus, we measure the impact of the interference on inter-VM network latency

in Amazon’s EC2, which is the market leader of public Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS)

clouds [51], and analyze the root cause of the problem.

This chapter is comprised of three parts. The first part describes the results of live

latency measurements in several different EC2 data centers. While the mean latency we

observe is not out of the ordinary, its distribution has both a more significant jitter and

a longer tail than that observed in dedicated data centers. Importantly, the long tail phe-

nomenon is a property of nodes rather than topology or network traffic; it is pervasive

throughout EC2 data centers, and it is reasonably persistent. The tail of inter-VM latency

is of particular concern for applications relying on many nodes to process large data sets

at less than human-scale response times. For example, constructing a single page view for

such applications may require contacting hundreds of services [23], and a lag in response

time from any one of them can result in significant end-to-end delays [5].

The second part of the chapter studies the root cause of the long tail latency problem

in EC2 using controlled experiments on a local testbed. While Wang et al. report that net-

work latency in EC2 is highly variable and they speculate that virtualization and processor

sharing make up the root cause [78], our results suggest that processor sharing under vir-
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tualization is not sufficient to cause the long tail problem by itself. Instead, it is the VM

scheduler that fails to control the interference between the VMs that contend for the shared

processor resources when they are running incompatible workloads.

Finally, the third part of this chapter shows that VM scheduling is not the only source

of latency found in virtualized data centers and other latency problems exist that are ac-

tually caused by the network. Using controlled experiments, we demonstrate the impact

of switch queueing delays and host network queueing delays, which are caused by the

unchecked resource contention of the respective queueing spaces. Importantly, these three

latency problems exist in different layers of the virtualized data center infrastructure, and

their impact on inter-VM network latency are independent of each other.

3.1 EC2 Live Measurements

In this part of the study, we describe a five-week measurement study of network latency

in several different EC2 data centers in its east region. The focus of the study is on the tail of

round-trip latency due to its disproportionate impact on user experience. Other studies have

measured network performance in EC2, but they often use metrics like mean and variance

to show jitter in network and application performance [78, 68]. While these measurements

are useful for high-throughput applications like MapReduce [22], worst-case performance

matters much more to applications like the Web that require excellent user experience [95].

Because of this, researchers use the RTTs at the 99th and 99.9th percentiles to measure

flow tail completion times in dedicated data centers [5, 95].

3.1.1 Measurement Methodology

Alizadeh et al. show that the internal infrastructure of Web applications is based pri-

marily on TCP [5]. But instead of using raw TCP measurement, we use a TCP-based RPC

framework called Thrift. Thrift is popular among Web companies like Facebook [71]

and delivers a more realistic measure of network performance at the application level. To

measure application-level round-trip-times (RTTs), we time the completion of synchronous
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RPC calls—Thrift adds about 60µs of overhead when compared to TCP SYN/ACK based

raw RTT measurement. In addition, we use established TCP connections for all measure-

ment, so the overhead of the TCP three-way handshake is not included in the RTTs.

3.1.2 Tail Latency Characterization

We tested network latency in EC2’s US east region for five weeks. Figure 3.1 shows

CDFs for both a combination of small, medium, and large instances and for discrete sets

of those instances. While (a) and (b) show aggregate measurements both within and across

availability zones (AZs), (c) shows discrete measurements for three instance types within a

specific AZ.

In Figure 3.1(a), we instantiated 20 instances of each type for each plot, either within

a single AZ or across two AZs in the same region. We observe that median RTTs within a

single AZ, at ∼0.6ms, compare well to those in dedicated data centers at ∼0.4ms [5, 95],

even though our measurement method adds 0.06ms of overhead. Inter-AZ measurements

show a median RTT of under 1ms. However, distances between pairs of AZs may vary;

measurements taken from another pair of AZs show a median RTT of around 2ms.

Figure 3.1(b) shows the 99th to 100th percentile range of (a) across all observations.

Unfortunately, its results paint a different picture of latency measurements in Amazon’s

data centers. The 99.9th percentile of RTT measurements is twice as bad as the same metric

in dedicated data centers [5, 95]. Individual nodes can have 99.9th percentile RTTs up to

four times higher than those seen in such centers. Note that this observation holds for both

curves; no matter whether the measurements are taken in the same data center or in different

ones, the 99.9th percentiles are almost the same.

Medium, large, and extra large instances ostensibly offer better performance than their

small counterparts. As one might expect, our measurements show that extra large instances

do not exhibit the extra long tail problem (<0.9ms for the 99.9th percentile); but surpris-

ingly, as shown in Figure 3.1(c), medium and large instances are susceptible to the problem.

In other words, the extra long tail is not caused by a specific type of instance: all instance

types shown in (c) are equally susceptible to the extra long tail at the 99.9th percentile. Note
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Figure 3.1: CDF of RTTs for various sized instances, within and across AZs in EC2, com-
pared to measurements taken in dedicated data centers [5, 95]. While the median RTTs are
comparable, the 99.9th percentiles in EC2 are twice as bad as in dedicated data centers.
This relationship holds for all types of EC2 instances plotted.
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Figure 3.2: Heat map of the 99.9th percentile of RTTs, shown for 16 small pairwise in-
stances in milliseconds. Bad instances, represented by dark vertical bands, are bad consis-
tently. This suggests that the long tail problem is a property of specific nodes instead of the
network.

that all three lines in the figure intersect at the 99.9th line with a value of around 30ms. The

explanation of this phenomenon becomes evident in the discussion of the root cause of the

long tail problem in § 3.2.

To explore other factors that might create extra long tails, we launch 16 instances within

the same AZ and measure the pairwise RTTs between each instance. Figure 3.2 shows

measurement results at the 99.9th percentile in milliseconds. Rows represent source IP

addresses, while columns represent destination IP addresses.

Were host location on the network affecting long tail performance, we would see a sym-

metric pattern emerge on the heat map, since network RTT is a symmetric measurement.

Surprisingly, the heat map is asymmetric—there are vertical bands which do not corre-

spond to reciprocal pairings. To a large degree, the destination host controls whether a long

tail exists. In other words, the extra long tail problem in cloud environments is a property
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of nodes, rather than the network.

The data shown in Figure 3.2 is not entirely bleak: there are both dark and light bands,

so tail performance between nodes varies drastically. Commonly, RPC servers are allowed

only 10ms to return their results [5]. Therefore, we refer to nodes that fulfill this service as

good nodes, which appear in Figure 3.2 as light bands; otherwise, they are referred to as bad

nodes. Under this definition, we find that RTTs at the 99.9th percentile can vary by up to

an order of magnitude between good nodes and bad nodes. In particular, the bad nodes we

measured can be two times worse than those seen in dedicated DCs [5, 95] for the 99.9th

percentile. This is because the latter case’s latency tail is caused by network congestion,

whose worst case impact is bounded by the egress queue size of the bottleneck switch

port, but the latency tail problem we study here is a property of nodes, and its worst case

impact can be much larger than that caused by network queueing delay. This observation

will become more clear when we discuss the root cause of the problem in § 3.2.

To determine whether bad nodes are a pervasive problem in EC2, we spun up 300 small

instances in each of four AZs in the US east region. We measured all the nodes’ RTTs and

found 40% to 70% bad nodes within three of the four AZs.

Interestingly, the remaining AZ sometimes does not return bad nodes; nevertheless,

when it does, it returns 40% to 50% bad nodes. We notice that this AZ spans a smaller

address space of only three /16 subnets compared to the others, which can span tens of /16

subnets. Also, its available CPU models are, on average, newer than those found in any of

the other AZs; Ou et al. present similar findings [62], so we speculate that this data center

is newly built and loaded more lightly than the others. We will discuss this issue further in

conjunction with the root cause analysis in § 3.2.

We also want to explore whether the long latency tail we observe is a persistent problem,

because it is a property defined by node conditions rather than transient network conditions.

We conducted a five week experiment comprised of two sets of 32 small instances: one set

was launched in equal parts from two AZs, and one set was launched from all four AZs.

Within each set, we selected random pairs of instances and measured their RTTs throughout

the five weeks. We observed how long instances’ properties remain static—either good or

bad without change—to show the persistence of our measurement results.
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Figure 3.3: CDF for the time periods during which instances do not switch status between
good and bad. This shows that properties of instances generally persist.

Figure 3.3 shows a CDF of these stable time periods; persistence follows if a large

percentage of total instance time in the experiment is comprised of large time periods. We

can observe that almost 50% of the total instance time no change has been witnessed, 60%

of time involves at most one change per day, and 75% of time involves at most one change

per 12 hours. This result shows that the properties of long tail network latency are generally

persistent.

The above observation should be noted by the following: every night, every instance

we observe in EC2 experiences an abnormally long latency tail for several minutes at mid-

night Pacific Time. For usually bad instances this does not matter; however, usually good

instances are forced to change status at least once a day. Therefore, the figures we state

above can be regarded as overestimating the frequency of changes. It also implies that the

50% instance time during which no change has been witnessed belongs to bad instances.

3.2 Root Cause Analysis

We know that the latency tail in EC2 is two to four times worse than that in dedicated

data centers, and that as a property of nodes instead of the network it persists. In this part of

the study, we answer the question of what is the root cause of the long tail latency problem

in EC2 by conducting controlled experiments on a local testbed.
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Generally speaking, the interference between neighboring VMs in the presence of pro-

cessor sharing is likely to be the root cause of the problem [78] because the long tail latency

is a property of nodes. However, the coexistence of good and bad instances suggests that

processor sharing under virtualization is not sufficient to cause the long tail problem by

itself. The results of our controlled experiments suggest that the impact of VM interference

on network latency only manifests itself when the VMs sharing processors are running

incompatible workloads; they are either latency-sensitive or CPU-intensive. Note that the

information about the internals of the Xen hypervisor and its VM scheduler is required to

understand the details of the controlled experiments and it is covered in § 2.3.

3.2.1 Varying Workload Mix

To demonstrate the relationship between workload incompatibility and the impact of

VM interference, we conduct five experiments by vary the workload mix for the VMs co-

located on the same physical machine. On a four-core workstation running Xen 4.1, dom0

is pinned to two cores while guest VMs use the rest. In all experiments, five identically

configured domUs share the remaining two physical cores; they possess equal weights of

up to 40% CPU utilization each. Therefore, though domUs may be scheduled on either

physical core, none of them can use more than 40% of a single core even if there are spare

cycles. To the best of our knowledge, this configuration is the closest possible to what EC2

small instances use. Note that starting from Xen 4.2, a configurable rate limit mechanism

is introduced to the credit scheduler [88]. In its default setting, a running VM cannot be

preempted if it has run for less than 1ms. To obtain a result comparable to the one in this

section using Xen 4.2 or newer, the rate limit needs to be set to its minimum of 0.1ms.

For this set of experiments, we vary the workload types running on five VMs sharing

the local workstation. In the first experiment, we run the Thrift RPC server to partici-

pate in a latency-sensitive workload in all five guest VMs; we use another non-virtualized

workstation in the same local network to make RPC calls to all five servers, once every two

milliseconds, for 15 minutes. During the experiment, the local network is never congested.

In the next four experiments, we replace the RPC servers on the guest VMs with a CPU-
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Figure 3.4: CDF of RTTs for a VM within controlled experiments, with an increasing num-
ber of co-located VMs running CPU-intensive workloads. Sharing does not cause extra
long latency tails as long as physical cores outnumber CPU-intensive VMs, but once this
condition no longer holds, the long tail emerges.

intensive workload, one at a time, until four guest VMs are CPU-intensive and the last one,

called the victim VM, remains latency-sensitive.

Figure 3.4 shows the CDF of our five experiments’ RTT distributions from the 99th to

the 100th percentile for the victim VM. While four other VMs also run latency-sensitive

jobs (zero VMs run CPU-intensive jobs), the latency tail up to the 99.9th percentile remains

under 1ms. If one VM runs a CPU-intensive workload, this result does not change. Notably,

even when the victim VM does share processors with one CPU-intensive VM and three

latency-sensitive VMs, the extra long tail problem is nonexistent.

However, the 99.9th percentile becomes five times larger once two VMs run CPU-

intensive jobs. This still qualifies as a good node under our definition (<10ms), but the

introduction of even slight network congestion could change that. To make matters worse,

RTT distributions increase further as more VMs become CPU-intensive. Eventually, the

latency-sensitive victim VM behaves just like the bad nodes we observe in EC2.

The results of the controlled experiments assert that virtualization and processor sharing

are not sufficient to cause high latency effects across the entire tail of the RTT distribution;

therefore, much of the blame rests upon co-located workloads. We show that having one

CPU-intensive VM is acceptable; why does adding one more suddenly make things five

times worse?
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There are two physical cores available to guest VMs; if we have one CPU-intensive

VM, the latency-sensitive VMs can be scheduled as soon as they need to be, while the

single CPU-intensive VM occupies the other core. Once we reach two CPU-intensive VMs,

it becomes possible that they occupy both physical cores concurrently while the victim

VM has an RPC request pending. Unfortunately, the BOOST mechanism does not appear

to let the victim VM preempt the CPU-intensive VMs often enough. Resulting from these

unfortunate scenarios is an extra long latency distribution. In other words, sharing does not

cause extra long latency tails as long as physical cores outnumber CPU-intensive VMs;

once this condition no longer holds, the long tail emerges.

3.2.2 Varying CPU Usage

The preceding controlled experiments demonstrate that Xen’s processor scheduler fails

to control the interference between the VMs that are running latency-sensitive and CPU-

intensive workloads on shared processors, and such workload mix causes the long tail la-

tency problem; but a question remains: will all CPU-intensive workloads have the same

impact? In fact, we notice that if the co-located CPU-intensive VMs in the controlled exper-

iments always use 100% CPU time, the latency-sensitive VM does not suffer from the long

tail problem—its RTT distribution is similar to the one without co-located CPU-intensive

VMs; the workload we use in the preceding experiments actually uses about 85% CPU

time. This phenomenon can be explained by the design of the BOOST mechanism. Recall

that a VM waking up due to an interrupt may enter the BOOST state if it has credits remain-

ing. Thus, if a VM doing mostly CPU-bound operations decides to accumulate scheduling

credits, e.g., by using the sleep function call, it will also get BOOSTed after the sleep

timer expires. Then, it may monopolize the CPU until its credits are exhausted without

being preempted by other BOOSTed VMs, some of which may be truly latency-sensitive.

In other words, the BOOST mechanism is only effective against the workloads that use

almost 100% CPU time because such workloads exhaust their credits easily and BOOSTed

VMs can then preempt them whenever they want. To study the impact of lower CPU us-

age, we conduct another controlled experiment by varying the CPU usage of the CPU-
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Figure 3.5: The relationship between the 99.9th percentile RTT for the latency-sensitive
workload and the CPU usage of the CPU-bound workload in the neighboring VM.

intensive workload from 10% to 100% and measuring the 99.9th percentile RTT of the

latency-sensitive workload. We control the CPU usage using a command-line utility called

cpulimit on a process that otherwise uses 100% CPU time; cpulimit pauses the target

process periodically to adjust its average CPU usage. In addition, based on what we learned

from the first set of controlled experiments, we only need to use one latency-sensitive VM

to share a single CPU core with one CPU-intensive VM and allocate 50% CPU time to

each one respectively.

Figure 3.5 shows the relationship between the 99.9th percentile RTT of the latency-

sensitive workload and the CPU usage of the CPU-bound workload in the neighboring VM.

Surprisingly, the latency tail is over 10ms even with 10% CPU usage, and starting from

30%, the tail latency is almost constant until 100%. This is because by default cpulimit

uses a 10ms granularity: given X% CPU usage, it makes the CPU-intensive workload work

Xms and pause (100-X)ms in each 100ms window. Thus, when X < 30, the workload yields

the CPU every Xms, so the 99.9th percentiles for the 10% and 20% cases are close to 10ms

and 20ms, respectively; for X ≥ 30, the workload keeps working for at least 30ms. Recall

that the default time slice of the credit scheduler is 30ms, so the CPU-intensive workload

cannot keep running for more than 30ms and we see the flat line in Figure 3.5. It also

explains why the three curves in Figure 3.1(c) intersect at the 99.9th percentile line. The

takeaway is that even if a workload uses as little as 10% CPU time on average, it still can

cause a long latency tail to neighboring VMs by using large bursts of CPU cycles (e.g.,
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10ms). In other words, average CPU usage does not capture the intensity of a CPU-bound

workload; it is the length of the bursts of CPU-bound operations that matters.

Now that we understand the root cause, we will examine an issue stated earlier: one

availability zone in the US east region of EC2 has a higher probability of returning good

instances than the other AZs. If we break down VMs returned from this AZ by CPU model,

we find a higher likelihood of newer CPUs. These newer CPUs should be more efficient at

context switching, which naturally shortens the latency tail, but what likely matters more is

newer CPUs’ possessing six cores instead of four, as in older CPUs that are more common

in the other three data centers. One potential explanation for this is that the EC2 instance

scheduler may not consider CPU model differences when scheduling instances sensitive to

delays. Then, a physical machine with four cores is much more likely to be saturated with

CPU-intensive workloads than a six-core machine. Hence, a data center with older CPUs

is more susceptible to the problem. Despite this, our root cause analysis always applies,

because we have observed that both good and bad instances occur regardless of CPU model;

differences between them only change the likelihood that a particular machine will suffer

from the long tail problem.

3.3 More Latency Problems

The analysis in the last section demonstrates that the long tail latency problem is a

property of nodes not the network. However, are there any other latency problems that are

in fact caused by the network? In this section, we show that besides the VM scheduler,

there exists at least two other latency sources in the virtualized data center infrastructure

and both of them incur network queueing delay to the packets between guest VMs.

3.3.1 The Big Picture

Figure 3.6 shows three possible latency sources in the virtualized data center infrastruc-

ture. The VM scheduling delay—a property of nodes—is the subject of the measurement

and analysis in the preceding sections. Meanwhile, the queueing delays found in the host
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Figure 3.6: Three possible latency sources.

network stack and the data center switches are caused by the network itself. To understand

them, consider a simple scenario where a client VM sends queries to a server VM for its

responses. The time from the client to send a query and receive a complete response is

defined as flow completion time (FCT).

(1) VM scheduling delay. When query packets arrive at the physical host running

the server VM, that VM is notified of the reception. But the server VM cannot process

the packets until scheduled by the hypervisor; this gap is called scheduling delay [39].

§ 3.2 shows that while such delay is usually less than one millisecond, it could suffer from

a long tail problem. A similar problem may also exist for applications running on bare-

metal operating systems, but the added virtualization layer substantially exacerbates its

impact [78].

(2) Host network queueing delay. After the server VM processes the query and sends a

response, the response packets first go through the host network stack, which processes I/O

requests on behalf of all guest VMs. The host network stack is another source of excessive
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latency because it has to fulfill I/O requests for multiple VMs, which may contend to fill up

the queues in the host network stack. In fact, reducing queueing delay in the kernel network

stack has been a hot topic in the Linux community, and considerable advancements have

been made [37, 57]. However, these existing mechanisms are designed without virtualiza-

tion in mind; the interaction between the host network stack and guest VMs compromises

the efficacy of these advancements.

(3) Switch queueing delay. Response packets on the wire may experience switch

queueing delay on congested links in the same way as they do in dedicated data centers.

Measurement studies show that the RTTs seen on a congested link in dedicated data centers

vary by two orders of magnitude [5, 95]; virtualized data centers are no exception. What

makes this problem worse in public clouds is that guest VMs on the same host may con-

tend for limited bandwidth available to that host without the knowledge of each other. To

continue our example, if the client VM is sharing hardware with a neighbor that receives

large bursts of traffic, the response arriving to the client VM may experience queueing de-

lay on its access link, even though the client VM itself is only using a small fraction of the

bandwidth assigned to it.

In our example, the queueing delay for the host network stack and switches can oc-

cur for both query and response messages, while the VM scheduling delay almost always

happens to query messages. In the next two subsections, we demonstrate the two queueing

delay problems, respectively.

3.3.2 Latency in the Data Center Network

We demonstrate the queueing delay problem found in the data center network as we

can measure it in EC2. The problem in the host network stack is illustrated in the next

subsection; it requires to vary host kernel configurations on a testbed. In addition, we also

compare the impact of switch queueing delay with that of VM scheduling delay because

we can observe both problems on live EC2 instances.

Figure 3.7 shows the setup of our EC2 measurements. We measure the FCT between

a client VM and two server VMs of the same EC2 account. In addition, a second EC2
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Figure 3.7: The setup of the EC2 measurements.

account is used to launch several VMs co-located with the client VM on the same host;

these VMs are used to congest the access link shared with the client VM. All VMs used in

this experiment are standard medium EC2 instances.

For switch queueing delay, we use the VMs of the second account to show that shared

network links can be congested by an arbitrary EC2 customer without violating EC2’s

terms of use. Because it is hard to control the congestion level in the core EC2 network,

our demonstration aims to congest the shared access link of the client VM. To do so, we

launch 100 VMs with the second account and keep the ones that are verified to be co-

located with the client VM on the same host. The techniques for verifying co-location are

well studied [66, 92], so we omit the details.

With enough co-located VMs, we can congest the access link of the client VM by

sending bulk traffic to the co-located VMs of the second account from other unrelated

VMs. This means that the client VM may suffer from a large switch queueing delay caused

by its neighbors on the same host, even though the client VM itself is only using a small

fraction of its maximum bandwidth (1Gbps). During the measurement, we observe that the

EC2 medium instances have both egress and ingress rate limit of 1Gbps, and the underlying

physical machines in EC2 appear to have multiple network interfaces shared by their hosted

VMs; therefore, we need at least three co-located VMs from the second account to obtain

the congestion level needed for the demonstration.
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Figure 3.8: An EC2 experiment showing switch queueing delay (congested vs. non-
congested) and VM scheduling delay (bad VM vs. good VM). Network congestion impacts
both the body and tail distribution, while VM scheduling delay mostly impacts the tail at a
larger scale.

In addition, to demonstrate VM scheduling delay, we launch several server VMs and

measure their FCT distribution from the same client VM. The expectation is that the FCT

for “Bad VMs” VMs have much larger tail latency than for “Good VMs”, if the former are

sharing CPU cores with certain VMs running CPU-bound jobs on the same host.

Figure 3.8 depicts the measurement results. There are three scenarios with progressively

worsening FCT distributions to show the impact of individual latency sources: one with no

delay, one with switch queueing delay only, and one with both switch queueing delay and

VM scheduling delay. The top figure shows the entire FCT distribution, and the bottom one

shows the distribution from the 99th to 100th percentile. Switch queueing delay has a large

impact on both the body and the tail of the distribution, while VM scheduling delay affects

mostly the tail of the distribution at a larger scale.
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Scenarios 50th 90th 99th 99.9th
Good VM non-congested 1X 1X 1X 1X

Good VM congested 2.7X 12.9X 14.2 11.7X
Bad VM congested 2.6X 13.7X 18.5 27.7X

Table 3.1: The relative impact of switch queueing delay (congested vs. non-congested) and
VM scheduling delay (bad VM vs. good VM).

To make things clearer, Table 3.1 summarizes the relative impact of both latency sources

on different parts of the FCT distribution. The key observation is that while switch queueing

delay alone can increase the latency by 2X at the 50th percentile and cause a 10X increase

at the tail, VM scheduling delay can cause another 2X increase at the 99.9th percentile

independently.

3.3.3 Latency in the Host Network Stack

In this subsection, we demonstrate the impact of the queueing delay found in the host

network stack using a testbed. The host network stack has at least two queues for packet

transmission: one in the kernel network stack that buffers packets from the TCP/IP layer

and another in the network interface card (NIC) that takes packets from the first queue and

sends them on the wire. NICs may contain many transmission queues, but we only consider

the simple case for this demonstration.

A packet may experience queueing delay in the host network stack if either transmission

queue is blocked by large bursts of packets from different VMs. This problem is not specific

to virtualization-enabled hosts; a bare-metal Linux OS serving multiple applications can

exhibit similar behaviors. Thus, we first discuss two features introduced in Linux 3.3 that

tackle this problem, and then we explain why the interaction between the host network

stack and guest VMs compromises the efficacy of these features.

Herbert et al. designed a new device driver interface called Byte Queue Limits (BQL)

to manage NICs’ transmission queues [37]. Without BQL, the length of NICs’ transmission

queues was measured by the number of packets, which are variable in size; so, the queueing

delay for NICs is often unpredictable. BQL instead measures queue length by the number

of bytes in the queue, which is a better predictor of queueing delay. To reduce queueing
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delay while still maintaining high link utilization with BQL, one can now limit the queue

length to the bandwidth-delay product [8] (e.g., for a 1Gbps link with 300us RTT, a queue

of 37,500 bytes will suffice).

Now that NICs’ transmission queues are properly managed, the queueing delay problem

is pushed to the software queue in the kernel. Nichols et al. designed a packet scheduler

called “CoDel” that schedules packets based on the amount of time a packet has spent in

the queue and then compares it to a dynamically-calculated target of queueing delay [57].

If queued packets have already spent too much time in the queue, the upper layer of the

network stack is notified to slow down, regardless of the queue occupancy. Linux’s default

behavior is to use a large drop tail queue (e.g., 1,000 packets), which incurs a large average

queueing delay.

To use BQL and CoDel effectively, it is considered a best practice [86] to disable the

packet segmentation offload (TSO and GSO) features offered by the NIC hardware. With

TSO and GSO enabled, a packet in either of the transmission queues can be up to 64KB.

Compared to Ethernet’s MTU of 1,500 bytes, such large packets would again make queue

length unpredictable. By disabling TSO and GSO, packets are segmented in software before

joining the transmission queues allowing BQL and CoDel to have fine-grained control.

We set up controlled experiments to show the effectiveness of BQL and CoDel by

congesting the host network queue and also to demonstrate why they are not sufficient in

the presence of virtualization. The testbed has three physical machines running unmodified

Xen 4.2.1 and Linux 3.6.6, and they are connected to a single switch. To observe host

queueing delay, physical machine A runs two VMs, A1 and A2, that serve as senders.

Another two VMs, B1 and C1, run in the remaining two physical machines, B and C, and

serve as receivers. In this configuration, we make sure that none of the VMs would suffer

from VM scheduling delay or switch queueing delay.

In the experiment, A2 pings C1 10,000 times every 10ms to measure network latency.

The traffic between A1 and B1 causes congestion. There are three scenarios:

1. Congestion Free: A1 and B1 are left idle.

2. Congestion Enabled: A1 sends bulk traffic to B1 without BQL or CoDel.

3. Congestion Managed: A1 sends bulk traffic to B1 with BQL and CoDel enabled.
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Scenarios 50th 99th 99.9th
Congestion Free 0.217 0.235 0.250

Congestion Enabled 16.83 21.57 21.73
Congestion Managed 0.808 1.21 1.26

Table 3.2: Ping latency (ms). Despite the improvement using BQL and CoDel, congestion
in the host network stack still increases the latency by four to six times.

For cases 2 and 3, A1 sends traffic to B1 using iperf, which saturates the access link of

physical machine A.

Table 3.2 shows the distribution of the ping latency in milliseconds. Without BQL or

CoDel, the contention for host network resources alone increases the latency by almost two

orders of magnitude. While BQL and CoDel can significantly reduce the latency, the result

is still four to six times as large when compared to the baseline. § 5.2.2 explains why the

interaction between the host network stack and guest VMs is the source of such latency.

3.4 Summary

In this chapter, we study the performance interference between virtual machines by

characterizing its impact on the inter-VM network latency. Using live measurements in

EC2, we demonstrate that such interference exacerbates the long tail problem of network

latency by a factor of two to four. Notably, we find that the long tail latency problem is

a property of nodes, not the network, and it is pervasive throughout EC2 and persistent

over time. Using controlled experiments, we show that Xen’s processor scheduler does not

always fail to control the interference on network latency; the failure happens when co-

scheduling CPU-bound and latency-sensitive tasks that contend for the shared processors.

In addition, we also demonstrate that the VM scheduler is not the only place that man-

ifests an excessive latency problem. The contention for the queueing spaces in data center

switches and the host network stack can also incur large delays to inter-VM communica-

tion, and this is actually a problem of the network. Importantly, the impact of these latency

sources are independent of each another: switch queueing delays can increase tail latency

by over 10 times; together with VM scheduling delays, they become more than 20 times

worse, while host network queueing delays also worsen the latency tail by four to six times.
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CHAPTER 4

A Guest-Centric Approach to Avoid the Long Latency

Tails

In this chapter, we design a guest-centric solution to mitigate the impact of performance

interference on inter-VM network latency. Chapter 3 shows that virtualized data centers

suffer from at least three latency problems whose impact is independent of each other. This

chapter discusses a solution for one of these problems—the long tail latency caused by the

co-scheduling of CPU-bound and latency-sensitive workloads on shared processors.

Because the measurement results indicate that EC2 contains both good and bad VM

instances in terms of network tail latency, we design Bobtail [94] to find the good instances

for running latency-sensitive applications. Specifically, the good instances are the ones that

are sharing processors with only compatible workloads or those that do not share at all,

while the bad instances are the ones that are co-scheduled with incompatible workloads.

Therefore, cloud customers can then deploy their latency-sensitive applications only on the

good VM instances to expect more predictable network performance.

Bobtail employs a guest-centric approach that only requires guests to know whether

their workloads are latency-sensitive or CPU-bound. Cloud customers can use Bobtail as a

library to decide on which instances to run their latency-sensitive workloads without any

changes to the cloud infrastructure. While Bobtail does not improve the VM isolation di-

rectly, it mitigates the performance interference—common communication patterns benefit

from reductions of up to 40% in 99.9th percentile response times.
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Figure 4.1: Impact of bad nodes on the flow tail completion times of the sequential model.
Bobtail can expect to reduce tail flow completion time even when as many as 20% of nodes
are bad.

4.1 Potential Benefits

To understand both how much improvement is possible and how hard it would be to ob-

tain, we measured the impact of bad nodes for common communication patterns: sequential

and partition-aggregation [95]. In the sequential model, an RPC client calls some number

of servers in series to complete a single, timed observation. In the partition-aggregation

model, an RPC client calls all workers in parallel for each timed observation.

For the sequential model, we simulate workflow completion time by sampling from the

measured RTT distributions of good and bad nodes. Specifically, every time, we randomly

choose one node out of N RPC servers to request 10 flows serially, and we repeat this

2,000,000 times. Figure 4.1 shows the 99th and 99.9th percentile values of the workflow

completion time, with an increasing number of bad nodes among a total of 100 instances.

Interestingly, there is no difference in the tails of overall completion times when as

many as 20% of nodes are bad. But the difference in flow tail completion time between

20% bad nodes and 50% bad nodes is severe: flow completion time increases by a factor

of three at the 99th percentile, and a similar pattern exists at the 99.9th percentile with a

smaller difference. This means Bobtail is allowed to make mistakes—even if up to 20% of

the instances picked by Bobtail are actually bad VMs, it still helps reduce flow completion

time when compared to using random instances from EC2. Our measurements suggest that
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Figure 4.2: Impact of bad nodes on the tail completion time of the partition-aggregation
model with 10, 20, and 40 nodes involved in the workloads. At modest scales, with fan-
outs of 10 or even 20 nodes, there are substantial gains to be realized by avoiding bad
nodes.

receiving 50% bad nodes from EC2 is not uncommon.

Figure 4.2 shows the completion time of the partition-aggregation model when there

are 10, 20, and 40 nodes in the workloads. At modest scales, with fan-outs of 10 or even 20

nodes, there are substantial gains to be realized by avoiding bad nodes. However, there is

less room for error here than in the sequential model: as the system scales up, other barriers

present themselves, and avoiding nodes we classify as bad provides diminishing returns.

Understanding this open question is an important challenge for us going forward.

4.2 System Design and Implementation

Bobtail needs to be a scalable system that makes accurate decisions in a timely fashion.

While the node property remains stable in our five-week measurement, empirical evidence

shows that the longer Bobtail runs, the more accurate its result can be. However, because

launching an instance takes no more than a minute in EC2, we limit Bobtail to making a

decision in under two minutes. Therefore, we need to strike a balance between accuracy

and scalability.

A naive approach might be to simply conduct network measurements with every can-

didate. But however accurate it might be, such a design would not scale well to handle a

large number of candidate instances in parallel: to do so in a short period of time would

require sending a large amount of network traffic as quickly as possible to all candidates,

and the synchronous nature of the measurement could cause severe network congestion or

even TCP incast [77].
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On the other hand, the most scalable approach involves conducting testing locally at

the candidate instances, which does not rely on any resources outside the instance itself.

Therefore, all operations can be done quickly and in parallel. This approach trades accu-

racy for scalability. Fortunately, Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show that Bobtail is allowed to make

mistakes.

Based on our root cause analysis, such a method exists because the part of the long

tail problem we focus on is a property of nodes instead of the network. Accordingly, if we

know the workload patterns of the VMs co-located with the victim VM, we should be able

to predict if the victim VM will have a bad latency distribution locally without any network

measurement.

In order to achieve this, we must infer how often long scheduling delays happen to the

victim VM. Because the long scheduling delays caused by the co-located CPU-intensive

VMs are not unique to network packet processing and any interrupt-based events will suffer

from the same problem, we can measure the frequency of large delays by measuring the

time for the target VM to wake up from the sleep function call—the delay to process the

timer interrupt is a proxy for delays in processing all hardware interrupts.

To verify this hypothesis, we repeat the five controlled experiments presented in the

root cause analysis. But instead of running an RPC server in the victim VM and measuring

the RTTs with another client, the victim VM runs a program that loops to sleep 1ms and

measures the wall time for the sleep operation. Normally, the VM should be able to wake

up after a little over 1ms, but co-located CPU-intensive VMs may prevent it from doing so,

which results in large delays.

Figure 4.3 shows the number of times when the sleep time rises above 10ms in the five

scenarios of the controlled experiments. As expected, when two or more VMs are CPU-

intensive, the number of large delays experienced by the victim VM is one to two orders

of magnitude above that experienced when zero or one VMs are CPU-intensive. Although

the fraction of such large delays is small in all scenarios, the large difference in the raw

counts forms a clear criterion for distinguishing bad nodes from good nodes. In addition,

although it is not shown in the figure, we find that large delays with zero or one CPU-

intensive VMs mostly appear for lengths of around 60ms or 90ms; these are caused by the
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Figure 4.3: The number of large scheduling delays experienced by the victim VM in con-
trolled experiments with an increasing number of VMs running CPU-intensive workloads.
Such large delay counts form a clear criterion for distinguishing bad nodes from good
nodes.

40% CPU cap on each latency-sensitive VM (i.e., when they are not allowed to use the

CPU despite its availability). Delays experienced in other scenarios are more likely to be

below 30ms, which is a result of latency-sensitive VMs preempting CPU-intensive VMs.

This observation can serve as another clue for distinguishing the two cases.

Protocol 1 Instance Selection Algorithm
1: num delay = 0
2: for i = 1→M do
3: sleep for S micro seconds
4: if sleep time ≥ 10ms then
5: num delay++
6: end if
7: end for
8: if num delay ≤ LOW MARK then
9: return GOOD

10: end if
11: if num delay ≤ HIGH MARK then
12: return MAY USE NETWORK TEST
13: end if
14: return BAD

Based on the results of our controlled experiments, we can design an instance selec-

tion algorithm to predict locally if a target VM will experience a large number of long

scheduling delays. Algorithm 1 shows the pseudocode of our design. While the algorithm
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itself is straightforward, the challenge is to find the right threshold in EC2 to distinguish

the two cases (LOW_MARK and HIGH_MARK) and to draw an accurate conclusion as quickly

as possible (loop size M).

Our current policy is to reduce false positives, because in the partition-aggregation pat-

tern, reducing bad nodes is critical to scalability. The cost of such conservatism is that we

may label good nodes as bad incorrectly, and as a result we must instantiate even more

nodes to reach a desired number. To return N good nodes as requested by users, our system

needs to launch K ∗N instances, and then it needs to find the best N instances of that set

with the lowest probability of producing long latency tails.

After Bobtail fulfills a user’s request for N instances whose delays fall below LOW_MARK,

we can apply the network-based latency testing to the leftover instances whose delays fall

between LOW_MARK and HIGH_MARK; this costs the user nothing but provides further value

using the instances that users already paid for by the hour. Many of these nodes are likely

false negatives which, upon further inspection, can be approved and returned to the user.

In this scenario, scalability is no longer a problem because we no longer need to make

a decision within minutes. Aggregate network throughput for testing can be thus much

reduced. With this optimization, we may achieve a much lower effective false negative

rate, which will be discussed in the next subsection.

A remaining question is what happens if users run latency-sensitive workloads on the

good instances Bobtail picked, but those VMs become bad after some length of time. In

practice, because users are running network workloads on these VMs, they can tell if any

good VM turns bad by inspecting their application logs without any extra monitoring effort.

If it happens, users may use Bobtail to pick more good VMs to take the place of the bad

ones. Fortunately, as indicated in Figure 3.3, our five-week measurement shows that such

properties generally persist, so workload migration does not need to happen very frequently.

In addition, Figures 4.1 and 4.2 also indicate that even if 20% of instances running latency-

sensitive workloads are bad VMs, their impact on the latency distribution of sequential or

partition-aggregation workloads is limited.
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Figure 4.4: Trade-off between false positive and false negative rates of the instance se-
lection algorithm. Our system can achieve a < 0.1 false positive rate while maintaining a
false negative rate of around 0.3. With the help of network-based testing, the effective false
negative rate can be reduced to below 0.1.

4.3 Parameterization

To implement Bobtail’s algorithm, we need to define both its runtime (loop size M) and

the thresholds for the LOW_MARK and HIGH_MARK parameters. Our design intends to limit

testing time to under two minutes, so in our current implementation we set the loop size M

to be 600K sleep operations, which translates to about 100 seconds on small instances in

EC2—the worse the instance is, the longer it takes.

The remaining challenge we face is finding the right thresholds for our parameters

(LOW_MARK and HIGH_MARK). To answer this inquiry, we launch 200 small instances from

multiple availability zones (AZs) in EC2’s US east region, and we run the selection algo-

rithm for an hour on all the candidates. Meanwhile, we use the results of network-based

measurements as the ground truth of whether the candidates are good or bad. Specifically,

we consider the instances with 99.9th percentiles under 10ms for all micro benchmarks,

which are discussed in § 4.4.1, as good nodes; all other nodes are considered bad.

Figure 4.4 shows the trade-off between the false positive and false negative rates by

increasing LOW_MARK from 0 to 100. The turning point of the solid line appears when we

set LOW_MARK around 13, which lets Bobtail achieve a < 0.1 false positive rate while main-

taining a false negative rate of around 0.3—a good balance between false positive and false

negative rates. Once HIGH_MARK is introduced (as five times LOW_MARK), the effective false
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negative rate can be reduced to below 0.1, albeit with the help of network-based testing.

We leave it as future work to study when we need to re-calibrate these parameters.

The above result reflects our principle of favoring a low false positive. Therefore, we

need to use a relatively large K value in order to get N good nodes from K ∗N candidates.

Recall that our measured good node ratio for random instances directly returned by EC2

ranges from 0.4 to 0.7. Thus, as an estimation, with a 0.3 false negative rate and a 0.4 to

0.7 good node ratio for random instances from multiple data centers, we need K ∗N ∗ (1−

0.3) ∗ 0.4 = N or K ≈ 3.6 to retrieve the number of desired good nodes from one batch

of candidates. However, due to the pervasiveness of bad instances in EC2, even if Bobtail

makes no mistakes we still need a minimum of K ∗N ∗0.4=N or K = 2.5. If startup latency

is the critical resource, rather than the fees paid to start new instances, one can increase this

factor to improve response time.

4.4 Evaluation

In this subsection, we evaluate our system over two availability zones (AZs) in EC2’s

US east region. These two AZs always return some bad nodes. We compare the latency tails

of instances both selected by our system and launched directly via the standard mechanism.

We conduct this comparison using both micro benchmarks and models of sequential and

partition-aggregation workloads.

In each trial, we compare 40 small instances launched directly by EC2 from one AZ

to 40 small instances selected by our system from the same AZ. The comparison is done

with a series of benchmarks; these small instances will run RPC servers for all benchmarks.

To launch 40 good instances, we use K = 4 with 160 candidate instances. In addition, we

launch four extra large instances for every 40 small instances to run RPC clients. We do

this because, as discussed earlier, extra large instances do not experience the extra long tail

problem; we therefore can blame the server instances for bad latency distributions.
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Figure 4.5: Reduction in flow tail completion time in micro benchmarks by using Bobtail
in two availability zones in EC2’s US east region. The mean reduction time is presented
with a 90% confidence interval.

4.4.1 Micro Benchmarks

Our traffic models for both micro benchmarks and sequential and partition-aggregation

workloads have inter-arrival times of RPC calls forming a Poisson process. For micro

benchmarks, we assign 10 small instance servers to each extra large client. The RPC call

rates are set at 100, 200, and 500 calls/second. In each RPC call, the client sends an 8-byte

request to the server, and the server responds with 2KB of random data. Meanwhile, both

requests and responses are packaged with another 29-byte overhead. The 2KB message

size was chosen because measurements taken in a dedicated data center indicate that most

latency-sensitive flows are around 2KB in size [5]. Note that we do not generate artificial

background traffic, because real background traffic already exists throughout EC2 where

we evaluate Bobtail.

Figure 4.5 presents the reductions in completion times for three RPC request rates in

micro benchmarks across two AZs. Bobtail reduces latency at the 99.9th percentile from

50% to 65%. In micro benchmark and subsequent evaluations, the mean of reduction per-

centages in flow completion is presented with a 90% confidence interval.

However, improvements at the 99th percentile are smaller with a higher variance. This

is because, as shown in Figure 3.1, the 99th percentile RTTs within EC2 are not very bad to

begin with (∼2.5ms); therefore, Bobtail’s improvement space is much smaller at the 99th

percentile than at the 99.9th percentile. For the same reason, network congestion may have

a large impact on the 99th percentile while having little impact on the 99.9th percentile in

EC2. The outlier of 200 calls/second in the second AZ of Figure 4.5 is caused by one trial
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in the experiment with 10 good small instances that exhibited abnormally large values at

the 99th percentile.

4.4.2 Sequential Model

For sequential workloads, we apply the workload model to 20-node and 40-node client

groups, in addition to the 10-node version shown in the micro benchmarks. In this case, the

client sends the same request as before, but the servers reply with a message size randomly

chosen from among 1KB, 2KB, and 4KB. For each workflow, instead of sending requests

to all the servers, the client will randomly choose one server from the groups of sizes 10,

20, and 40. Then, it will send 10 synchronous RPC calls to the chosen server; the total time

to complete all 10 RPC requests is then used as the workflow RTT. Because of this, the

workflow rates for the sequential model are reduced to one tenth of the RPC request rates

for micro benchmarks and become 10, 20, and 50 workflows per second.

Figure 4.6 shows our improvement under the sequential model with different numbers

of RPC servers involved. Bobtail brings a 35% to 40% improvement to sequential work-

loads at the 99th percentile across all experiments, and it roughly translates to an 8ms

reduction. The lengths of the confidence intervals grow as the number of server nodes in-

creases; this is caused by a relatively smaller sample space. The similarity in the reduction

of flow completion time with different numbers of server nodes shows that the tail perfor-

mance of the sequential workflow model only depends on the ratio of bad nodes among

all involved server nodes. Essentially, the sequential model demonstrates the average tail

performance across all server nodes by randomly choosing one server node each time with

equal probability at the client side.

Interestingly, and unlike in the micro benchmarks, improvement at the 99.9th percentile

now becomes smaller and more variable. However, this phenomenon does match our sim-

ulation result shown in Figure 4.1 when discussing the potential benefits of using Bobtail.
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Figure 4.6: Reduction in flow tail completion time for sequential workflows by using Bob-
tail in two availability zones in EC2’s US east region. The mean reduction time is presented
with a 90% confidence interval.
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Figure 4.7: Reduction in flow tail completion time for partition-aggregation workflows by
using Bobtail in two availability zones in EC2’s US east region. The mean reduction time
is presented with a 90% confidence interval.

4.4.3 Partition-Aggregation Model

For the partition-aggregation model, we use the same 10, 20, and 40-node groups to

evaluate Bobtail. In this case, the client always sends requests to all servers in the group

concurrently, and the workflow finishes once the slowest RPC response returns; servers

always reply with 2KB of random data. In other words, the RTT of the slowest RPC call is

effectively the RTT of the workflow. Meanwhile, we keep the same workflow request rate

from the micro benchmarks.

Figure 4.7 shows improvement under the partition-aggregation model with different

numbers of RPC servers involved. Bobtail brings improvement of 50% to 65% at the 99th
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percentile with 10 servers. Similarly to the sequential workloads, the improvement at the

99.9th percentile is relatively small. In addition, as predicted by Figure 4.2, the reduction

in tail completion time diminishes as the number of servers involved in the workload in-

creases. To fully understand this phenomenon, we need to compare the behaviors of these

two workload models.

For sequential workloads with random worker assignment, a small number of long-tail

nodes have a modest impact. Intuitively, each such node has a 1/N chance of being selected

for any work item and may (or may not) exhibit long tail behavior for that item. However,

when this does happen, the impact is non-trivial, as the long delays consume the equivalent

of many “regular” response times. So, one must minimize the pool of long-tail nodes in

such architectures but needs not to avoid them entirely.

The situation is less pleasant for parallel, scatter-gather style workloads. In such work-

loads, long-tail nodes act as the barrier to scalability. Even a relatively low percentage of

long-tail nodes will cause significant slowdowns overall, as each phase of the computation

runs at the speed of the slowest worker. Reducing or even eliminating long-tail nodes re-

moves this early barrier to scale. However, it is not a panacea. As the computation fans out

to more nodes, other limiting factors come into play, reducing the effectiveness of further

parallelization. We leave it as future work to study other factors that cause the latency tail

problem with larger fan-out in cloud data centers.

4.5 Discussion

Emergent partitions A naive interpretation of Bobtail’s design is that a given customer

of EC2 simply seeks out those nodes which have at most one VM per CPU. If this were

the case, deploying Bobtail widely would result in a race to the bottom. However, not all

forms of sharing are bad. Co-locating multiple VMs running latency-sensitive workloads

would not give rise to the scheduling anomaly at the root of our problem. Indeed, wide

deployment of Bobtail for latency-sensitive jobs would lead to placements on nodes which

are either under-subscribed or dominated by other latency-sensitive workloads. Surpris-

ingly, this provides value to CPU-bound workloads as well. Latency-sensitive workloads
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will cause frequent context switches and reductions in cache efficiency; both of these de-

grade CPU-bound workload performance. Therefore, as the usage of Bobtail increases in

a cloud data center, we expect it will eventually result in emergent partitions: regions with

mostly CPU-bound VMs and regions with mostly latency-sensitive VMs. This is also the

key difference between Bobtail and other studies of placement gaming [62, 27] that ex-

ploit the performance variability in public clouds. However, to validate this hypothesis, we

would need direct access to the low-level workload characterization of cloud data centers

like EC2.

Alternative solutions Bobtail provides a guest-centric solution that cloud users can apply

to avoid long latency tails without changing any of the underlying infrastructure. Alterna-

tively, cloud providers can offer their solutions by modifying the cloud infrastructure and

placement policy. For example, they can avoid allocating more than C VMs on a physical

machine with C processors, at the cost of resource utilization. They can also overhaul their

VM placement policy to allocate different types of VMs in different regions in the first

place. In addition, new versions of the credit scheduler [88] may also help alleviate the

problem. There two alternatives discussed in the rest of this dissertation; both approaches

require to modify the cloud infrastructure below the virtualization semantic gap.

4.6 Summary

In this chapter, we present a guest-centric system, Bobtail, which mitigates the im-

pact of performance interference on inter-VM network latency by proactively detecting

and avoiding bad EC2 instances that exhibit the long tail latency problem without any

changes to the cloud infrastructure. Bobtail leverages the key observation that when co-

scheduled with CPU-bound VMs on the same physical machines, the interrupt processing

in latency-sensitive VMs are delayed due to the contention of shared processors. Evalua-

tions in two availability zones in EC2’s US east region show that common communication

patterns benefit from reductions of up to 40% in their 99.9th percentile response times.
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CHAPTER 5

A Host-Centric Approach to Avoid Latency Traps

In this chapter, we take a host-centric approach to mitigate the impact of virtual machine

performance interference on network latency. The solution described in this chapter holisti-

cally attacks all three latency problems characterized in the measurement study (Chapter 3):

the VM scheduling delay, the host network queueing delay, and the switch queueing delay.

To address these problems using the same principle, we extend a classic scheduling

policy—Shortest Remaining Time First—from the virtualization layer, through the host

network stack, to the network switches. The intuition is to prioritize small tasks over large

ones to reduce latency without undue harm to throughput. Unlike most existing solutions

that require modification to the software stack controlled by guests, our solution strives

to avoid trusting guest cooperation [93]. Compared to Bobtail (Chapter 4), this system is

completely transparent to cloud customers. Experimental and simulation results show that

our solution can reduce median latency of small flows by 40%, with improvements in the

tail of almost 90%, while reducing throughput of large flows by less than 3%.

5.1 Related Work

Data center network latency Based on the design requirements, we classify existing la-

tency reduction solutions as being kernel-centric, application-centric, or operator-centric.

DCTCP [5] and HULL [6] are kernel-centric solutions because among other things, they

both require modifying the operating system (OS) kernel to deploy new TCP congestion
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control algorithms. On the other hand, applications can enjoy low-latency connections

without any modification.

D3 [82], D2TCP [75], DeTail [95], PDQ [38], and pFabric [7] are application-centric

solutions. While some of them also require modifying the OS kernel or switching fabrics,

they share a common requirement. That is, applications must be modified to tag the packets

they generate with scheduling hints, such as flow deadline or relative priority.

Operator-centric solutions require no changes to either OS kernel or applications, but

they do require operators to change their application deployment. For example, Bobtail

(Chapter 4), helps operator determine which virtual machines are suited to deploy latency-

sensitive workloads without changing the applications or OS kernel themselves.

In a virtualized multi-tenant data center, all of these solutions are in fact guest-centric—

they require changing the guest OS kernel, the guest applications themselves, or the way

guest applications are deployed—none of which are controlled by cloud providers. In con-

trast, the solution described in this chapter is host-centric—it does not require or trust guest

cooperation, and it only modifies the host infrastructure controlled by cloud providers.

EyeQ also adopts a host-centric design [42]. While it mainly focuses on bandwidth

sharing in the cloud, like our work, EyeQ also discusses the trade-offs between throughput

and latency. In comparison, our solution does not require feedback loops between hyper-

visors to coordinate, and it does not need explicit bandwidth headroom to reduce latency.

Additionally, the bandwidth headroom used by EyeQ only solves one of the three latency

problems addressed by our solution.

Virtual machine scheduling To improve Xen’s I/O performance, new VM scheduling

schemes, such as vSlicer [91], vBalance [18], and vTurbo [90], are proposed to improve

the latency of interrupt handling by using a smaller time slice for CPU scheduling [91, 90]

or by migrating interrupts to a running VM from a preempted one. However, unlike our

host-centric design, these approaches either require modifications to the guest VMs [18, 90]

or to trust the guests to specify their workload properties [91], neither of which are easily

applicable to public clouds. Similarly, the soft real-time schedulers [53, 50, 89] designed

to meet latency targets also require explicit guest cooperation. In addition, by monitoring
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guest I/O events and giving preferential treatment to the I/O-bound VMs, their I/O perfor-

mance can be improved without any guest changes [31, 44, 39]. In comparison, our design

does not require such gray-box approaches to infer guest VM I/O activities, and thus avoids

the complexity and overhead.

Meanwhile, using hardware-based solutions like Intel’s Virtual Machine Device Queues

(VMDq) [41], guest VMs can bypass the host operating system to handle packets directly

and significantly improve their network I/O performance. The deployment of such hard-

ware would eliminate the need to modify the host operating system to reduce the queueing

delay in its software queues, which solves one of three latency problems discussed in this

work. On the flip side, our modification to reduce the latency in the host network stack is

software-only so that it is also applicable to the physical machines without the advanced

hardware virtualization support.

Shortest remaining time first SRTF is a classic scheduling policy known for minimizing

job queueing time [69] and widely used in system design. For networking systems, Guo et

al. use two priority classes—small and large flows—to approximate the SRTF policy for

Internet traffic; it obtains better response time without hurting long TCP connections [32].

Similarly, Harchol-Balter et al. change Web servers to schedule static responses based on

their size using SRTF and demonstrate substantial reduction in mean response time with

only negligible penalty to responses of large files [35]. In addition, pFabric uses SRTF to

achieve near-optimal packet scheduling if applications can provide scheduling hints in their

flows [7]. In this chapter, we apply SRTF holistically to three areas of virtualized data center

infrastructure by following the same principle as these existing systems. Importantly, we

approximate SRTF without requiring guest cooperation or explicit resource reservation.

5.2 Design and Implementation

Applying the prior solutions to reduce network latency in virtualized multi-tenant data

centers would require guests to change their TCP implementation [5, 6], modify their ap-

plications to provide scheduling hints [7, 38, 75, 82, 95], or complicate their workload
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deployment process (e.g., Bobtail in Chapter 4). Alternatively, network resources have to

be reserved explicitly [42]. Meanwhile, even a combination of these approaches cannot

solve all three latency problems discussed in Chapter 3.

Our solution has none of the preceding requirements and yet it holistically tackles the

three latency traps—we only modify the host infrastructure in a way that is transparent

to the guests, and there is no need to explicitly reserve network resources. The details of

dealing with individual latency traps are discussed in the subsequent subsections, all of

which follow the same principles:

Principle I: Not trusting guest VMs We do not rely on any technique that requires

guest cooperation. The multi-tenant nature of public data centers implies that guest VMs

competing for shared resources are greedy—they only seek to optimize the efficiency of

their own resource usage. The prior solutions tailored for dedicated data centers [5, 6, 7,

38, 75, 82, 95] have proven very effective because the application stacks, operating systems,

and hardware infrastructure are controlled by a single entity in such environments. In public

data centers, however, trusting guests to cooperatively change the TCP implementation in

the guest operating systems or provide scheduling hints would reduce the effectiveness or

worse, the fairness of resource scheduling.

Principle II: Shortest remaining time first We leverage Shortest Remaining Time First

(SRTF) to schedule bottleneck resources. SRTF is known for minimizing job queueing

time [69]. By consistently applying SRTF from the virtualization layer, through the host

network stack, to the data center network, we can eliminate the need of explicit resource

reservation, but still significantly reduce network latency.

Principle III: No undue harm to throughput SRTF shortens latency at the cost of the

throughput of large jobs; we seek to reduce the damage. Due to the fundamental trade-off

between latency and throughput in system design, many performance problems are caused

by the design choices made to trade one for another. Our solutions essentially revisit such

choices in various layers of the cloud host infrastructure and make new trade-offs.
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5.2.1 VM scheduling delay

§ 3.1 shows that VM scheduling can increase tail latency significantly. Such delay exists

because Xen fails to allow latency-bound VMs to handle their pending interrupts soon

enough. We claim that Xen’s current VM scheduler does apply the SRTF principle, but it is

applied inadequately. That is, there exists a mechanism in the scheduler to allow latency-

sensitive VMs to preempt the CPU-bound VMs that mostly use 100% of their allocated

CPU time, but it leaves a chance for the VMs that use less CPU time (e.g., 90%) to delay

the interrupt handling of their latency-bound neighbors. Thus, our solution is to apply SRTF

in a broader setting by allowing latency-sensitive VMs with pending interrupts to preempt

any running VMs.

To understand the preceding argument, one needs to know Xen’s VM scheduling algo-

rithm. Credit Scheduler is currently Xen’s default VM scheduler [88]. As the name implies,

it works by distributing credits to virtual CPUs (VCPUs), which are the basic scheduling

units. Each guest VM has at least one VCPU. By default, a VCPU receives up to 30ms

CPU time worth of credits based on its relative weight. Credits are redistributed in 30ms

intervals and burned when a VCPU is scheduled to use a physical CPU. A VCPU that uses

up all its credits enters the OVER state, and a VCPU with credits remaining stays in the

UNDER state. The scheduler always schedules UNDERs before any OVERs. Importantly, if a

VCPU waken up by a pending interrupt has credits remaining, it enters the BOOST state and

is scheduled before any UNDERs.

The BOOST state is the mechanism designed to approximate SRTF: A VCPU that only

spends brief moments handling I/O events is considered a small job; hence it is favored

by the scheduler to preempt CPU-bound jobs as it stays in the BOOST state. Unfortunately,

latency-bound VMs may still suffer from large tail latency despite the BOOST mechanism

and this is a known limitation [25].

By analyzing Xen’s source code, we find that the credit scheduler is still biased far

towards throughput. The BOOST mechanism only prioritizes VMs over others in UNDER or

OVER states; BOOSTed VMs cannot preempt each other, and they are round-robin scheduled.

Thus, if a VM exhausts its credits quickly, it stays in the OVER state most of time, and
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BOOSTed VMs can almost always preempt it to process their interrupts immediately. How-

ever, if a VM sleeps to accumulate credits for a while and then wakes up on an interrupt,

it can monopolize the physical CPU by staying BOOSTed until its credits are exhausted,

which implies a delay of 30ms or even longer (if more than one VM decide to do that) to

neighboring VMs that are truly latency-sensitive.

This problem can be solved by applying SRTF in a broader setting. We deploy a more

aggressive VM scheduling policy to allow BOOSTed VMs to preempt each other. This

change is only made to the hypervisor (one line in the source code!) and thus transparent to

guest VMs. As a result, true latency-bound VMs can now handle I/O events more promptly;

the cost is CPU throughput because job interruption may become more frequent under the

new policy. However, such preemption cannot happen arbitrarily: Xen has a rate limit

mechanism that maintains overall system throughput by preventing preemption when the

running VM has run for less than 1ms in its default setting.

5.2.2 Host network queueing delay

§ 3.3.3 shows that guest VMs doing bulk transferring can increase their neighbor’s host

network queueing delay by four to six times, even when BQL and CoDel are both enabled.

The root cause is the contention of the queueing space in the host network stack—network

requests from bandwidth-bound guest VMs are often too large and hard to be preempted

in Linux kernels’ and NICs’ transmission queues. Thus, our solution is to break large jobs

into smaller ones to allow CoDel to conduct fine-grained packet scheduling.

To understand the above argument, we need to explain Xen’s approach to manage net-

work resources for guest VMs. Xen uses a split driver model for both network and disk I/O.

That is, for each device, a guest VM has a virtual device driver called frontend, and the

dom0 has a corresponding virtual device driver called backend; these two communicate by

memory copy. A packet sent out by guest VMs first goes to the frontend, which copies the

packet to the backend. The job for the backend is to communicate with the real network

device driver on dom0 to send out packets on the wire. To do so, Xen leverages the existing

routing and bridging infrastructure in the Linux kernel by treating the virtual backend as a
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real network interface on the host so that every packet received by a backend will be routed

or bridged to the physical NICs. Packet reception simply reverses this routing/bridging and

memory copy process.

The overhead of packet copy between guest and host may be prohibitive during bulk

transferring. Thus, Xen allows guest VMs to consolidate outgoing packets to up to 64KB

regardless of NICs’ MTU (e.g., 1,500 bytes for Ethernet). Unfortunately, this optimization

also exacerbates host network queueing delay. Recall that the key to the success of BQL

and CoDel is the fine-grained control of transmission queue length. By allowing bursts of

64KB packets, there are often large jobs blocking the head of the line of host transmission

queues. Thus, our solution is to segment large packets into smaller ones so that CoDel

would allow packets of latency-sensitive flows (small jobs) to preempt large bursts.

The question is when to segment large packets. Recall that to use BQL and CoDel

effectively, best practice suggests turning off hardware segmentation offloading to segment

large packets in software [86]. Unfortunately, it only works for packets generated by dom0

itself; traffic from guest VMs is routed or bridged directly, without segmentation, before

reaching the NICs. Thus, a straightforward solution is simply to disallow guest VMs to send

large packets and force them to segment in software before packets are copied to backend.

However, according to Principle I, we cannot rely on guests to do so cooperatively, and

it consumes guests’ CPU cycles. Alternatively, Xen’s backend can announce to the guest

VMs that hardware segmentation offload is not supported; then guests have to segment the

packets before copying them. While this approach achieves the goal without explicit guest

cooperation, it disables Xen’s memory copy optimization completely.

Thus, the key to a practical solution is to delay the software segmentation as much as

possible—from guest kernel to host device driver, earlier software segmentation implies

higher CPU overhead. Our solution is to segment large packets right before they join the

software scheduling queue managed by CoDel in the host network stack. In order to give

CoDel fine-grained jobs to schedule, this is the latest point possible.
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5.2.3 Switch queueing delay

§ 3.3.2 shows that switch queueing delay can increase median latency by 2X and cause

a 10X increase at the tail. This problem is not unique to public data centers but also exists in

dedicated data centers. However, the added layer of virtualization exacerbates the problem

and renders the solutions that require kernel or application cooperation impractical because

these software stacks are now controlled by the guests instead of cloud providers.

Our host-centric solution approximates SRTF by letting switches favor small flows

when scheduling packets on egress queues. The key insight here is that we can infer small

flows like CPU schedulers infer short tasks—based on their resource usage (e.g., band-

width). Importantly, we infer flow size in the host before any packets are sent out. This

design also avoids explicit resource reservation required by alternative host-centric solu-

tions [42]. In order to realize this design, we need to answer a few questions: a) How to

define a flow? b) How to define flow size? c) How to classify flows based on their size?

To define what a flow is for the purpose of network resource scheduling, we first need

to understand what the bottleneck resource is. Because switch queueing delay on a link is

proportional to the occupancy of the switch egress queue, any packet would occupy the

queueing resource. Thus, we define a flow as the collection of any IP packets from a source

VM to a destination VM. We ignore the natural boundary of TCP or UDP connections

because, from a switch’s perspective, one TCP connection with N packets occupies the

same amount of resources as two TCP connections with N/2 packets each for the same

source-destination VM pair.

By ignoring the boundary of TCP or UDP connections, the size of a flow in our defi-

nition can be arbitrarily large. Therefore, we adopt a message semantic by treating a query

or a response as the basic communication unit and define flow size as the instant size of a

message the flow contains instead of the absolute size of the flow itself. In reality, it is also

difficult to define message boundaries. Thus, we measure flow by rate as an approximation

of the message semantic. That is, if a flow uses a small fraction of the available link ca-

pacity in small bursts, it is sending small messages and thus treated as a small flow. In the

context of SRTF policy, it states that a flow at a low sending rate behaves just like a short
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job with respect to the usage of switch queueing resources.

Based on the preceding definitions, we classify flows into two classes, small and large,

as is done by systems that apply SRTF to Internet traffic [32] and Web requests [35]. Bottle-

neck links can now service small flows with a higher priority than the large ones. As in the

prior work, lower latency of small flows is achieved at the cost of the throughput of large

flows. To ensure scalability and stay transparent to the guests, the classification is done in

the host of the source VM of the target flow. Each packet then carries a tag that specifies its

flow classification for bottleneck switches to schedule.

One important advantage of this rate-based scheme is that it can avoid starving large

TCP connections. Imagine if we use TCP connection boundaries and define flow size as

the number of packets each TCP connection contains. A large TCP connection may starve

if the capacity of a bottleneck link is mostly utilized by high-priority small flows. This is

because a large TCP connection lowers its sending rate for packet drops to avoid conges-

tion, but small flows often send all packets before reaching the congestion avoidance stage.

If we classify TCP connections by their absolute size, the large ones are always tagged as

low priority and serviced after the small ones, regardless of their instant bandwidth usage.

However, if classified by rate, a low priority flow may eventually behave just like a high

priority one, by dropping its sending rate below a threshold. It will then get its fair share on

the bottleneck link.

To implement this policy, we need two components. First, we build a monitoring and

tagging module in the host that sets priority on outgoing packets without guest intervention.

Small flows are tagged as high-priority on packet headers to receive preferential treatment

on switches. Second, we need switches that support basic priority queueing; but instead of

prioritizing by application type (port), they can just leverage the tags on packet headers. It

is common for data center grade switches to support up to 10 priority classes [82], while

we only need two. Moreover, if more advanced switching fabrics like pFabric[7] become

available, it is straightforward to expand our solution to include fine-grained classification

for more effective packet scheduling.

In our current implementation, the monitoring and tagging module is built into Xen’s

network backend running as a kernel thread in dom0. This is a natural place to implement
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such functionality because backend copies every packet from guest VMs, which already

uses a considerable amount of CPU cycles (e.g., 20%) at peak load; the overhead of moni-

toring and tagging is therefore negligible. In addition, because the overhead of monitoring

and tagging is proportional to packet count instead of packet size, retaining guest VMs’

ability to consolidate small packets to up to 64KB further improves this module’s perfor-

mance.

Finally, the flow classification algorithm is implemented using a standard token bucket

meter. We assign a token bucket to each new flow with a rate and a burst parameter. Rate

determines how fast tokens (in bytes) are added to the bucket, and burst determines how

many tokens can be kept in the bucket unused. The token bucket meters a new packet by

checking if there are enough tokens to match its size, and it consumes tokens accordingly.

If there are enough tokens, the current sending rate of the flow is considered conformant,

and the packet is tagged with high priority. Otherwise, it is classified as bandwidth-bound

and serviced on a best effort basis. Low priority flows are re-checked periodically in case

their sending rates drop. Similar to [32], flows are garbage-collected if they stay inactive

for long enough. A flow may accumulate tokens to send a large burst, so burst limits the

maximum tokens that a flow can consume in one shot.

5.2.4 Putting it all together

Our design revisits the trade-offs between throughput and latency. For VM scheduling

delay, we apply a more aggressive VM preemption policy to Xen’s VM scheduler at the

cost of the efficiency of CPU-bound tasks. For host network queueing delay, we segment

large packets from guests earlier in the stack for fine-grained scheduling with higher host

CPU usage. For switch queueing delay, we give preferential treatment to the small flows at a

low sending rate on switches with the loss of throughput for large flows. The performance

trade-offs of this design are evaluated in § 5.3, and the possibility of gaming these new

policies is discussed in § 5.4.

In our current implementation, we change a single line in the credit scheduler of Xen

4.2.1 to enable the new scheduling policy. We also modify the CoDel kernel module in
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Linux 3.6.6 with about 20 lines to segment large packets in the host. Finally, we augment

the Xen’s network backend with about 200 lines of changes to do flow monitoring and

tagging.

5.3 Evaluation

We use both a small testbed and an ns-3-based [59] simulation to do our evaluation. The

testbed consists of five four-core physical machines running Linux 3.6.6 and Xen 4.2.1.

They are connected to a Cisco Catalyst 2970 switch, which supports priority queueing

(QoS). All NICs are 1Gbps with one tx ring. We start with a setup that includes all three

latency traps to provide a big picture of the improvement our holistic solution brings before

evaluating them individually. In addition to evaluating all three problems on the testbed,

we use ns-3 to demonstrate the trade-off at scale for switch queueing delay. The other two

problems are local to individual hosts, so no large-scale simulation is needed.

The workload for testbed evaluation models the query-response pattern. As in § 3.3.1,

client VMs measure the round-trip times of each query-response pair as flow completion

times (FCTs). Because the size of a response may range from a few kilobytes to tens of

megabytes, FCT serves as a metric for both latency-sensitive traffic and bandwidth-bound

traffic. This setup is similar to prior studies [6, 95] for dedicated data centers. In addition,

iperf is used when we only need to saturate a bottleneck link without measuring FCT.

The parameters for flow classification include rate and burst for the token buckets

meters, and the timers for cleaning inactive flows and re-checking low priority flows. We

set the timers to be 10s and 100ms, respectively, and use 30KB for burst and 1% of

the link capacity or 10Mbps for flow rate. Optimal values would depend on the traffic

characteristics of the target environment, so we use the preceding values as our best guest

for testbed evaluation and explore the parameter sensitivity using simulation. Meanwhile,

measurement studies for data center traffic may help narrow down parameter ranges. For

example, Benson et al. show that 80% of flows are under 10KB in various types of data

centers [13]. Others have reported that flows under 1MB may be time sensitive, and such

flows often follow a query-response pattern [5, 82]. Thus, setting burst anywhere between
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Figure 5.1: The testbed experiment setup.

10KB and 1MB would be a reasonable choice.

5.3.1 Impact of the approach

We first evaluate the overall benefits of our host-centric solution on the testbed by con-

structing a scenario with all three latency traps enabled. This scenario includes the typical

network resource contention that could happen in virtualized multi-tenant data centers.

We compare three cases: the ideal case without any contention, the fully contended case

running unpatched Linux and Xen, and the patched case with our new policies. In the

unpatched case, BQL and CoDel are enabled to represent the state-of-the-art prior to our

solution.

Figure 5.1 shows the experiment setup. To create contention, we have physical machine

E running two VMs, E1 and E2, that serve as clients to send small queries by following a

Poisson process and measure FCT. Physical machine A runs four VMs—A1 through A4—

with A1 serves small responses to E1, A2 sends bulk traffic using iperf to B1 on machine

B, and the others run CPU-bound tasks. The query-response flows between E1 and A1 will

suffer VM scheduling delay caused by A3 and A4, and host network queueing delay caused

by A2. Moreover, we use physical machine C and D, running VM C1 and D1 respectively,

to respond to E2’s queries for large flows and congest E’s access link, and the responses

sent to E1 will suffer switch queueing delay. The small query flows generated by E1 expect

2KB responses with 5ms mean inter-arrival time. Queries generated by E2 expect 10MB

large responses with 210ms mean inter-arrival time, so E’s access link is 40% utilized on
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Figure 5.2: A comparison of FCT distribution for three cases: an ideal case without con-
tention, the default unpatched case under typical contention, and the case patched with our
solution under the same contention.

average, which is more likely than full saturation [6].

Figure 5.2 depicts the results. Our solution achieves about 40% reduction in mean la-

tency, over 56% for the 99th percentile, and almost 90% for the 99.9th percentile. While

the alleviation of host and switch queueing delay has a large impact on the 99th and lower

percentiles, the improvement for the 99.9th percentile is mostly attributed to the change

in the VM scheduler. However, compared to the baseline with no contention, there is still

room for improvement, which we discuss when evaluating individual components. On the

other hand, the average throughput loss for large flows is less than 3%. The impact on

CPU-bound tasks and host CPU usage is covered in detail in subsequent subsections.
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Scenarios 99.9th Latency Avg. CPU Throughput
Xen Default 29.64ms 224.29 ops/s
New Policy 1.35ms 215.80 ops/s

Table 5.1: The trade-off between network tail latency and CPU throughput measured by
memory scans per second.

5.3.2 VM scheduling delay

To evaluate the new VM scheduling policy, we use E1 to query A1 for small responses

and keep A3 running a CPU-bound workload to delay A1’s interrupt handling. In order to

cause scheduling delay, A1 and A3 need to share a CPU core.Thus, we pin both VMs onto

one CPU core and allocate 50% CPU cycles to each VM. Note that the delay caused by

VM scheduling happens when a query flow from E1 arrives at A1 and before A1 is allowed

to process its (virtual) network interrupt.

Now the question is what CPU-bound workload we use to demonstrate the trade-off

between network tail latency and CPU throughput. As explained in § 5.2.1, a workload that

always uses 100% CPU time cannot do the job. Instead, we need a workload that follows the

pattern of yielding CPU briefly between CPU-hogging operations in order to accumulate

credits; then it can get BOOSTed and delay its neighbors’ interrupt handling. For example,

a workload can sleep 1ms for every 100 CPU-bound operations. Note that this pattern is

not uncommon for real-world workloads, which often wait for I/O between CPU-bound

operations.

The next question is what operations we use to hog the CPU and exhibit slowdown when

preempted. We cannot use simple instructions like adding integers because they are not very

sensitive to VM preemption: If such operations are interrupted by VM preemption and then

resumed, the penalty to their running time is negligible. We instead let the workload burn

CPU cycles by scanning a CPU-L2-cache-sized memory block repeatedly. Such operations

are sensitive to CPU cache usage because if certain memory content is cached, the read

operations finish much faster than the ones fetching from memory directly, and the CPU

cache usage is in turn sensitive to VM preemption and context switching [66, 76].

In this experiment, trade-offs between tail latency and CPU throughput are demon-

strated for Xen’s default scheduling policy and our new policy. To do so, we fix both the
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number of network requests sent to A1 and the number of memory scan operations con-

ducted on A3 so that each workload contains the same amount of work in both scenarios.

The number of memory scan operations per second measured on A3 is used to quantify the

throughput for the CPU-bound job.

Table 5.1 summarizes the results. Our new policy reduces network latency at the 99.9th

percentile by 95% at the cost of 3.8% reduction in CPU throughput. In addition to the

synthetic workload, we also tested with two SPEC CPU2006 [36] benchmarks, bzip2 and

mcf. The difference of their running time under different scheduling policies are less than

0.1%.

The new policy hurts CPU throughput because, while the workloads generate the same

number of I/O interrupts in both scenarios, the CPU-bound job is more likely to be pre-

empted in the middle of a scan operation under the new policy, which incurs the overhead

of cache eviction and context switching. In comparison, Xen’s default policy is more likely

to allow I/O interrupts to be handled when the CPU-bound job is in the sleep phase.

To understand why our new policy only introduces low overhead, we record VCPU

state-changing events in the VM scheduler since the loss in throughput is mostly caused

by the extra VM preemption. We find that our new policy does increase the number of VM

preemption, but the difference is only 2%. This is because the original BOOST policy already

allows frequent preemption, and our change only affects the cases that correspond to the

tail latency (99.9th or higher).

Further improvement is possible. Xen has the default policy that prevents VM preemp-

tion when the running VM has run for less than 1ms. If we set it to be the minimum 0.1ms,

the 99.9th percentile latency can be reduced even further. However, such change has been

shown to cause significant performance overhead to certain CPU-bound benchmarks [88]

and may compromise fairness.

5.3.3 Host network queueing delay

For host network queueing delay, our setup is similar to the testbed experiment in

§ 5.2.2. Specifically, we use A1 to ping E1 once every 10ms for round-trip time (RTT)
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Scenarios 50th 99th 99.9th
Congestion Free 0.217 0.235 0.250

Congestion Enabled 16.83 21.57 21.73
Congestion Managed 0.808 1.21 1.26

Our System 0.423 0.609 0.650

Table 5.2: The distribution of RTTs in millisecond. Our solution delivers 50% reduction in
host network queueing delay in addition to that achieved by BQL and CoDel.

measurements and use A2 to saturate B1’s access link with iperf, and we measure band-

width. Because E1 and B1 use different access links, there is no switch queueing delay in

this experiment. Throughout the experiment, hardware segmentation offload is turned off

in order to use BQL and CoDel effectively [86].

Table 5.2 lists the results for the impact on ping RTTs. Compared to the case that

applies BQL and CoDel unmodified (Congestion Managed), our solution can yield an ad-

ditional 50% improvement at both the body and tail of the distribution because CoDel is

more effective in scheduling finer-grained packets (small jobs). Meanwhile, the bandwidth

loss for breaking down large packets early is negligible.

However, we do trade CPU usage for lower latency. When B1’s 1Gbps access link is

saturated, our current implementation increases the usage of one CPU core by up to 12%

in the host due to earlier software segmentation, and that amount is negligible for guest

VMs. Compared to the alternative that forces guest VMs to segment large packets without

consolidation, hosts’ CPU usage would increase by up to 30% from the overhead of copying

small packets from guests, and that for the guest VMs would increase from 13% to 27%

for its own software segmentation. Thus, our solution is not only transparent to users, but

has less CPU overhead for both host and guest. This is because our choice of software

segmentation is early enough to achieve low latency but late enough to avoid excessive

CPU overhead.

Again there is still room for improvement. We speculate that the source of the remain-

ing delay is from NICs’ transmission queues. Recall that we set that queue to hold up to

37,500 bytes of packets, which translates to a 300µs delay on a 1Gbps link at maximum.

To completely eliminate this delay, if necessary, we need higher-end NICs that also sup-

port priority queueing. Then, the NICs’ drivers can take advantage of the flow tagging we
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2KB FCT (ms) 10MB FCT (ms)
avg. 50th 90th 99th 99.9th avg. 50th 90th 99th 99.9th

20% Load QoS Disabled 0.447 0.300 0.450 3.630 5.278 107.402 91.144 158.530 252.537 332.611
QoS Enabled 0.298 0.298 0.319 0.357 0.499 109.809 91.308 159.768 314.574 431.564

40% Load QoS Disabled 0.779 0.304 1.845 5.155 5.437 134.294 99.497 217.031 392.592 539.759
QoS Enabled 0.305 0.301 0.333 0.441 0.533 138.002 104.164 222.907 419.591 639.909

60% Load QoS Disabled 1.428 0.408 4.618 5.293 5.497 182.512 149.366 325.482 644.225 907.877
QoS Enabled 0.319 0.305 0.363 0.514 0.551 187.316 153.745 338.976 646.169 908.825

Table 5.3: The results for tackling switch queueing delay with flow tagging and QoS support
on the switch. Both the latency-sensitive flows and bandwidth-bound flows are measured
by their FCT.

assigned to the latency-sensitive flows and send them before any packets of large flows.

5.3.4 Switch queueing delay

To evaluate the flow monitoring and tagging module, we leave VMs A2 through A4

idle. For the rest of the VMs, E1 queries A1 and B1 in parallel for small flows, and E2

queries C1 an D1 for large flows to congest the access link shared with E1 and cause

switch queueing delay.

Similar to the “Dynamic Flow Experiments” used by Alizadeh et al. [6], we set the

utilization of the access links to be 20%, 40%, and 60% in three scenarios, respectively,

instead of fully saturating them. To do so, VM E2 runs a client that requests large response

flows from C1 and D1 in parallel; it varies query rate to control link utilization. For ex-

ample, this experiment uses 10MB flows as large responses, so we approximate 40% link

utilization by using a Poisson process in E2 to send 5 queries per second on average. The

case with the switch QoS support enabled is compared against the one without QoS sup-

port; QoS enabled switches can prioritize packets tagged as belonging to small flows.

Table 5.3 summarizes the results. As expected, when QoS support on the switch is en-

abled to recognize our tags, all small flows enjoy a low latency with an order of magnitude

improvement at both the 99th and 99.9th percentiles. As the link utilization increases, their

FCT increases only modestly. On the other hand, the average throughput loss for large

flows is less than 3% In fact, the average throughput is not expected to experience a sig-

nificant loss under the SRTF policy if the flow size follows a heavy-tail distribution [35].

This is because under such distribution, bottleneck links are not monopolized by high pri-

ority small flows and they have spare capacity most of time to service large flows with
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modest delay. Benson et al. show that the flow size in various cloud data centers does fit

heavy-tailed distributions [13].

Meanwhile, the increase in FCT for 10MB flows at the 99th and 99.9th percentiles can

be as large as 30%, which is comparable to HULL [6]. This is expected because for 1% or

0.1% of these low-priority flows, there could be high-priority packets that happen to come

as a stream longer than average. Because a switch egress queue has to service the high-

priority packets first, before any best-effort packets, a few unlucky large flows have to be

stuck in the queue substantially longer than average. In fact, the larger the flows are, the

more likely they are affected by a continuous stream of high priority packets. On the other

hand, larger flows are also less sensitive to queueing delay, and tail FCT only has marginal

impact on their average throughput.

For testbed experiments, because the size of both small and large flows is fixed, all flows

are correctly tagged. To demonstrate the sensitivity of the parameters, we need to test the

solution against dynamically generated flows that follow a heavy-tail distribution, which is

discussed in the next subsection.

5.3.5 Large-scale simulation

To explore the scalability and parameter sensitivity of our solution for switch queueing

delay, we use ns-3 to simulate a multi-switch data center network. Because only switch

queueing delay is evaluated here, we install multiple applications on each simulated host to

mimic multiple VMs. All applications have their own sockets that may transmit or receive

traffic simultaneously to cause congestion. The flow monitoring and tagging module also

uses a 10Mbps rate 30KB burst token bucket meter per flow to begin with, and we vary

them in the parameter sensitivity analysis.

Our simulated network follows the fat-tree topology [4]. There are 128 simulated hosts

divided into four pods. In each pod, four 8-port edge switches are connected to the hosts and

to four aggregation switches. In the core layer, 8 switches connect the four pods together.

The links between hosts and edge switches are 1Gbps, and those between switches are

10Gbps, so that there is no over-subscription in the core network. We set each edge switch
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to incur a 25µs delay and for upper-level switches, a 14.2µs delay. Thus, the intra-switch

RTT is 220µs, the intra-pod RTT is 276.7µs, and the inter-pod RTT is 305.2µs. The routing

table of the network is generated statically during simulation setup, and we use flow hashing

to do load balancing.

The workload we use in the simulation is the same as in a prior study [6]. Specifically,

each host opens a permanent TCP connection to all other hosts and chooses destinations

at random to send flows to. Therefore, the FCT here is the time to finish a one-way flow

instead of a query-response pair. The flows are generated by following a Poisson process

with 2ms inter-arrival time on average. In addition, the flow size is generated using a Pareto

random variable with the same parameters as in [6]: 1.05 for the shape parameter and

100KB mean flow size. As result, the utilization of access links is approximately 40%. This

flow size distribution is picked to match the heavy-tailed workload found in real networks:

most flows are small (e.g., less than 100KB), while most bytes are from large flows (e.g.,

10MB and larger).

Figure 5.3 shows the FCT for small flows of range (0, 10KB] or (10KB, 100KB]; the

flow size categorization is also based on [6]. We can observe improvement for both types

of small flows at all percentiles, and the improvement ranges from 10% to 66%. However,

unlike the testbed results, the FCTs with QoS enabled in the simulation result are not con-

sistently low. While the 50th, 90th, and 99th percentile values are all comparable to the

testbed results, the 99.9th percentile is an order of magnitude higher, and we only achieve

17% and 24% improvement for both types of small flows, respectively. This is an expected

result because the flow sizes vary in the simulation and the flow tagging module may not

be able to tag every flow correctly. More importantly, our tagging algorithm has an implicit

assumption that a small flow stays small most of time, and a large flow also stays large

most of time, which is not unreasonable for real world workload patterns. However, the

simulated workload maintains permanent TCP connections for every pair of applications

(VMs), and the flow size for each connection alone follows the Pareto distribution. As a

result, a connection may transmit a random mix of flows with different sizes so that there

is no correct label to be assigned to any connection. The flow tagging module is therefore

more prone to making mistakes. As discussed in § 5.4, evaluating with real world flow
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Figure 5.3: The 50th, 90th, 99th, 99.9th percentile FCT for small flows of range (0, 10KB]
and (10KB, 100KB].
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Flow Size No QoS (ms) QoS (ms)
(100KB, 10MB] 11.878 10.608

(10MB, ∞) 669.618 658.404

Table 5.4: The average FCTs for large flows.

traces would give us a better understanding of the problem.

Table 5.4 compares the average FCTs for large flows. To some degree, the FCTs are

similar regardless of whether QoS is enabled or not, which is expected because when all

the access links are 40% utilized and the core network is not over-subscribed, large flows

are not expected to be starved by small flows. On the other hand, however, the numbers with

QoS enabled are slightly smaller than that without QoS. This is the opposite of the testbed

results. There are at least two possible explanations. First, our implementation of priority

queueing and buffer management on simulated switches is very primitive compared to that

in real Cisco switches. Thus, certain performance-related factors associated with priority

queueing may be missing in the simulation. Secondly, with QoS enabled, small and large

flows are classified into two separate queues on simulated switches, thus bandwidth-bound

flows are protected from packet drops caused by bursts of small flows and hence operate in

a more stable environment. A similar speculation is made in the study that applies SRTF

to Internet traffic [32]. Harchol-Balter et al. also find that for Web requests of static files

using a two-class SRTF scheduling can benefit all requests [35].

Finally, we evaluate the sensitivity of burst and rate for flow monitoring and tagging.

The choices for these parameters depend on the flow characteristics of the target data center

environment. According to recent data center measurements [13, 5, 82], any value in the

range of [10KB, 1MB] may be reasonable for burst as the size of a single message. Once

burst is determined, rate determines how many query-response pairs can be exchanged

per second before a flow is classified as low priority. To demonstrate the sensitivity, we

first fix burst to be 10Mbps and vary burst to be {10, 30, 50, 100, 200}KB. Then, we fix

burst to be 30KB and use {5, 10, 20, 40, 80}Mbps as rate values.

Figure 5.4 shows the 99th percentile FCT for small flows with varying burst sizes or

flow rates. Overall, the FCT improves as burst size increases until 100KB. It is the mean

size of all flows, and over 90% of the flows are smaller than that. Given the workload
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Figure 5.4: The 99th percentile FCT for small flows with varying burst size and flow rates,
respectively.

distribution, this is a good threshold to use to distinguish between small and large flows.

Meanwhile, increasing maximum flow rate improves the FCT modestly because more flows

are tagged as high priority under a larger maximum flow rate. However, in practice, a large

maximum flow rate may be abused by cloud guests to block the head-of-line of switch

priority queues. A similar trend is observed for the 99.9th percentile, but to a lesser extent.

Meanwhile, the impact of these parameters on the FCT of small flows at lower percentiles

is even smaller, and the average FCT of large flows does not exhibit any clear pattern. Thus,

both results are omitted here.

5.4 Limitations

Gaming the SRTF policies Our new policy for reducing host network queueing delay

(§ 5.2.2) does not open new windows for gaming since it only requires software segmenta-

tion to be conducted earlier in the stack. However, it is possible to game our new policies

for the VM scheduler (§ 5.2.1) and data center switches (§ 5.2.3), although doing so would

either be very difficult or only have limited impact.

There are two potential ways to exploit our new VM scheduling policy (§ 5.2.1). First,

a greedy VM may want to monopolize the shared physical CPUs by accumulating credits

as it does with Xen’s default policy. However, our new policy is at least as fair as the default
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policy, and it makes such exploitation more difficult because the new policy allows BOOSTed

VMs to preempt each other: Every VM has the same chance of getting the physical CPU,

but other BOOSTed VMs can easily take the CPU back. The second issue is that malicious

VMs may force frequent VM preemption to hurt overall system performance. Fortunately,

by default, Xen’s rate limit ensures that preemption cannot happen more often than

once per millisecond. Moreover, § 5.3.2 shows the extra preemption overhead introduced

by our new policy is rather limited because Xen’s BOOST mechanism already allows fairly

frequent VM preemption and our change only affects the tail cases.

For the two-class priority queueing policy (§ 5.2.3), greedy guests may break a large

flow into smaller ones to gain a higher priority. However, because we define a flow as a

collection of any packets from a source VM to a destination VM, creating N high priority

flows would require N different source-destination VM pairs. Using parallel TCP connec-

tions to increase resource sharing on bottleneck links is a known problem [33] regardless

of applying SRTF or not. Our new policy would only be exploited when multiple pairs of

VMs are colluding together, which is not necessarily unfair because the customers have to

pay for more guest VMs in this case. In fact, the fairness consideration in this scenario is a

research problem by itself [70, 65, 10], which is out of the scope of this work.

10Gbps and 40Gbps networks While we impose no requirement on the core cloud net-

work, our solution assumes 1Gbps access links. We segment large packets earlier in soft-

ware to reduce host queueing delay. However, using software segmentation is not a limi-

tation introduced by our solution; it is suggested to turn off hardware segmentation to use

BQL and CoDel effectively [86]. Host queueing delay may become less of an issue with

10Gbps and 40Gbps access links because transmitting a 64KB packet only takes about

52.4µs at 10Gbps and 13.1µs at 40Gbps, in which case software segmentation may no

longer be necessary.

Hardware-based solutions Hardware-based solutions may be needed to cope with higher

bandwidth. As discussed, Intel’s VMDq [41] may reduce host network queueing delay

without any modification to the host kernel. In addition, monitoring and tagging of flows
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and transmission queue scheduling can also be implemented in the NIC hardware. Be-

cause these algorithms rely on standard constructs (e.g., token bucket), and some of them

are specifically designed to be hardware friendly [57], the added complexity may not be

prohibitive.

Real-world workloads in public clouds To systematically determine the optimal set-

tings for flow tagging, a detailed flow level measurement in the target public cloud is

needed. It would be ideal to collect a set of flow level traces from real-world public clouds

and make it available to the public so that research results may become more compara-

ble and easier to reproduce. In lieu of such authentic workloads or traces, our synthetic

workloads must suffice.

5.5 Summary

In this chapter, we mitigate the impact of virtual machine performance interference by

holistically attacking three network latency problems, in the context of public clouds, with

a host-centric solution that only requires modification to the infrastructure below the virtu-

alization semantic gap. Because most existing solutions designed for dedicated data centers

are rendered impractical by virtualization and multi-tenancy, we extend the classic Short-

est Remaining Time First scheduling policy from the virtualization layer, through the host

network stack, to the network switches without trusting guest cooperation. With testbed

experiments and simulation, we show that our solution can reduce median latency of small

flows by 40%, with improvements in the tail of almost 90%, while reducing throughput of

large flows by less than 3%.
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CHAPTER 6

Characterization of Cache-Based Cross-VM Attacks

This chapter studies the security interference between virtual machines (VMs). Essen-

tially, the same resource contention that causes performance interference can be abused by

malicious users to launch attacks. In particular, the existence of the interference can result in

performance degradation attacks [76] and cross-VM information leakage [60, 66, 85, 97],

which includes covert channel and side channel attacks.

In this chapter, we characterize the attacks that are enabled by abusing the shared CPU

cache. Cache sharing is common in public clouds because processor sharing improves re-

source utilization [78]. To begin with, we study a performance degradation attack against

the VMs running CPU-bound workloads. Their performance is susceptible to frequent

cache misses. Using testbed experiments, we reveal the relationship between VMs’ work-

load patterns and the effectiveness of the attack.

In addition, we explore a cross-VM information leakage attack using cache-based covert

channels. This attack is also a result of abusing the contention of the shared CPU cache.

The original authors of the attack have demonstrated a proof-of-concept with a channel

bandwidth of merely 0.2 bits per second (bps) using shared L2 cache between co-located

small EC2 instances [66]. Thus, we set out to assess its ability to do harm with more thor-

ough experiments. Through progressively refining models of this attack from the derived

maximums, to implementable channels on the testbed, and finally in Amazon EC2 itself,

we show how a variety of factors impact the ability to create effective channels, and that

the resulting channel may only be practical to leak small secrets like private keys.
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6.1 Cross-VM Performance Degradation Attack

In this section, we discuss a performance degradation attack against virtual machines

co-located on the same physical machine. This attack is enabled by the contention of shared

CPU cache. Our study starts with the background of the attack and then discusses the

relationship between VMs’ workload patterns and the effectiveness of the attack.

6.1.1 Background

While virtual machine schedulers can guarantee the fair sharing of CPU cycles among

competing guests, not all the hardware resources in a physical machine can be managed in

the same way [72]. As a result, performance interference inevitably exits between neigh-

boring VMs, and such interference can even be abused to launch cross-VM attacks [76, 67].

To understand such attacks, we introduce a simple scenario that has two guest VMs

sharing a physical CPU. Each VM is allocated with 50% CPU time. In Xen’s default work-

conserving mode, schedulers allow one VM to use more CPU time than its fair share when

the other VM idles. However, in public clouds like EC2, scheduling is done in non-work-

conserving mode [97], which means no VM can ever uses more CPU cycles than its fair

share even if no one else is using the physical CPU. Public cloud providers adopt this

scheduling mode in order to make VM performance more predictable [56].

Ideally, for the two VMs in our example with non-work-conserving scheduling, if one

VM runs a CPU-bound workload, its performance should not be affected by the workload

running in the other VM. However, the performance of a CPU-bound task is not only de-

termined by the number of CPU cycles allocated to it, but also by other resources such as

various levels of CPU cache that are used to hide the latency in retrieving contents from the

main memory. Unfortunately, for such resources, it is not easy to achieve fine-grained time-

sharing as for CPU cycles. Therefore, in a public cloud, even when VMs are scheduled in

non-work-conserving mode, the contention of shared CPU cache between co-located VMs

on a physical machine can cause performance interference due to cache misses.

Varadarajan et al. demonstrate that such interference can be abused to mount perfor-

mance degradation attacks [76]. Their demonstration co-locates a VM running a web work-
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load with another VM running a synthetic CPU-bound workload called LLCProbe. What

LLCProbe does is to scan a buffer of the same size as the shared CPU’s last level cache—

L2 cache in this case—in order to make itself sensitive to cache misses. This workload is

similar to what we use to evaluate the impact of our new VM scheduling policy in § 5.3.2.

By running these two workloads on a shared CPU, the results of their experiment show

that as the request rate of the web workload increases, the runtime of LLCProbe surges.

This is because in order for the web server to process incoming requests in time, Xen’s VM

scheduler would preempt the VM running LLCProbe to allow its neighboring VM to handle

network interrupts; such operation not only incurs the overhead of context switching, but

more importantly it results in a higher cache miss rate, which directly impacts the perfor-

mance of LLCProbe. For example, at 3,000 requests/second, the web server can cause over

300% increase in the runtime of LLCProbe compared to the baseline that co-locates with

an idle web server [76].

Now that we understand it is possible to mount a performance degradation attack

against neighboring VMs by abusing the contention of the shared CPU cache, in the next

subsection, we study the relationship between VMs’ workload patterns and the effective-

ness of such an attack using controlled experiments on a testbed.

6.1.2 Workload Patterns and Attack Effectiveness

In the demonstration of the performance degradation attack, Varadarajan et al. also offer

a countermeasure. That is, by sending computation-intensive requests to the web server, the

corresponding VM has to use more CPU time and therefore lose its privilege to preempt

its neighboring VMs as frequently as before, which means the VM running LLCProbe will

experience fewer cache misses [76].

This countermeasure indicates that the keys to the effectiveness of the attack are 1) how

frequently the victim VM is preempted, and 2) the way in which the attacker VM access

the shared cache. The goal of our study is therefore to empirically demonstrate in what

conditions this performance degradation attack is most effective. We do so by varying the

workload patterns of the attacker VM.
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Specifically, the victim in our experiments is the VM that runs a workload similar to

LLCProbe [76] that repeatedly scans a memory buffer of the same size as the shared L2

cache. The attacker VM runs another synthetic workload that brings frequent preemption

and cache misses to the victim on the same physical machine. The effectiveness of this

attack is measured by the increase in victim’s runtime relative to the baseline for which

there is no interference. This setup allows us to study the empirical sensitivity of victim’s

performance to cache mises.

Because what matters to the attacker is VM preemption and cache eviction, we do

not need the web workload to fulfill the goal. Instead, we use another memory scanning

workload that has sleep system calls inserted between scanning operations to control both

the VM preemption rate (waking up from sleep may preempt the victim) and the cache

miss rate (the intensity of memory scanning between sleep affects cache eviction).

Similar to [76], we conduct our empirical study in two scenarios:

1. Same core: the attacker VM and the victim VM are pinned on the same CPU core.

2. Same package: the attacker VM and the victim VM reside in different cores of the

same CPU package with a shared L2 cache.

The difference between these two scenarios is that the co-located VMs can run in parallel

when residing on different cores, while on the same CPU core they have to take turns.

Figure 6.1 shows the relative runtime increase of the victim workload, which can be

considered as the effectiveness of the performance degradation attack. The baseline is gen-

erated using the same workload without the attacker VM. For both cases, the victim’s run-

time first increases as the sleep time between memory scans goes up and peaks around

3ms to 4ms before decreasing. This behavior demonstrates the impact of VM preemption

on the effectiveness of the attack. With short sleep time, the attacker VM does not have

enough credits accumulated to preempt the victim VM and evict the contents in the shared

L2 cache. On the other hand, if sleeping too long, the attacker VM does not spend enough

time conducting memory scanning operations, and therefore the attack becomes less effec-

tive. Only when the sleep time is around 3ms to 4ms, the attack becomes most effectively

as it reaches a balance between credits accumulating and attacking.
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Figure 6.1: The relative increase in the runtime of a memory scanning workload attacked
by a neighboring VM that also scans a memory buffer repeatedly and sleeps between scan-
ning operations. The baseline is generated without the attacker workload. In both scenarios
depicted in the figure, the victim VM and the attacker VM share at least the L2 cache.

Strictly speaking, in the scenario of “same package”, the attacker VM never really pre-

empts the victim as they run on different CPU cores. However, the sleep time does allow the

attacker VM accumulates credits in order to use the physical CPU when it is most needed.

Thus, the same argument about the importance of VM preemption also applies. Note that

the exact value that makes the attack most effective depends on the implementation of the

attack, and it also correlates with the size of the shared L2 cache. The intuition is that

the attack becomes most effective when the victim and the attack conduct their memory

scanning operations in lockstep.

Additionally, the effectiveness of the attack in these two scenarios also differs signifi-

cantly. This is because when the victim VM and the attacker VM are running on the same

CPU core, the attacker VM can only evict the cache contents when the victim is first pre-

empted. After a full eviction, the attacker’s subsequent operations do not affect victim’s

performance until the victim VM regains the control of the shared CPU core. In other

words, many of attacker’s memory scanning operations fail to translate into real impact on

the victim. We also repeated the same experiment with the two VMs running on different

CPU packages that share nothing but the memory bus. In comparison, the runtime of the

victim workload is only increased by up to 13.8% in this third scenario. It confirms the in-

tuition that this performance degradation attack requires shared CPU cache to be effective.
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In summary, while cache miss is the main reason why the victim’s workload slows

down, the frequency of VM preemption controls the effectiveness of the attack. Importantly,

the negative impact of the attack becomes the worst when the memory access patterns of

the victim’s and attacker’s workloads synchronize. In Chapter 7, we rely on this observation

to construct a mitigation mechanism.

6.2 Cross-VM Covert Channel Attack

In this section, we explore another cache-based cross-VM attack called covert channel

attack. This attack is an instance of information leakage attacks that abuse the shared L2

cache. Side channel attacks also belong to this category, but we consider it as a special case

of the covert channel attack because both attacks share the same principle.

Basically, both of these two types of information channels have a destination VM learn-

ing information secretively from a source VM. The difference between the two is that for

covert channels, the attacker has a full control over the information encoding at the source

VM. However, the attacker of a side channel has no such control, and it is the leaking soft-

ware at the source VM that determines its (unintentional) information encoding scheme. In

other words, a side channel is “in fact a covert channel without conspiracy or consent” [74].

In comparison, the covert channel model allows us to quantify the impact of information

leakage in controlled experiments, and we use this more general model for the rest of this

chapter.

6.2.1 Background and Related Work

To fully understand the performance and limitations of the L2 cache covert channel, we

first present some background information on cache-based covert channels in general and

their ability to do harm.
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6.2.1.1 Cache-Based Covert Channels

Ristenpart et al. first introduced the concept of cross-VM covert channels [66]. Their

basic idea is to construct certain patterns of contention on the hardware resources shared by

two co-located VMs and use the contention patterns to encode information. For example,

to send a single bit via a shared hard disk, attackers may let both the sender and the receiver

VMs operate on large files concurrently for a specific period of time. During that time, the

sender can encode information by reading files (bit one) or doing nothing (bit zero). At the

same time, the receiver can distinguish these two states by timing its own disk operations

and decode the information.

Based on this idea, Ristenpart et al. implemented three proof-of-concept covert chan-

nels on EC2: a 0.006bps channel using memory bus contention, and 0.0005bps channel

using hard disk contention, and a 0.2bps channel using L2 cache contention [66]. As a fol-

low up, Okamura et al. designed and evaluated a new attack that uses the load of a shared

CPU to encode information [60]. In addition, Zhang et al. monitor the patterns of L2 cache

usage within a guest domain to build a classifier of the usage patterns to check if there are

other VMs sharing the same physical machine [96].

While the number of possible channels is open-ended, we have opted to focus on L2

cache covert channels as described in the prior work [66] for a variety of reasons: (i) it

arguably has the highest potential bit rate as the time needed to make a contention mea-

surement with modern L2 cache is on the scale of milliseconds, but the reported rate in

prior work was very small, (ii) prior work only discussed such channels in brief and did not

provide an in-depth analysis of the mechanisms involved and their effects, both qualitative

and quantitative, in various settings, (iii) reproducing these results bolsters confidence in

previous experimental results and allows for an exploration of changes to EC2 allocation

and placement strategies since the initial work.

In particular, the L2 cache-based information encoding scheme proposed by Ristenpart

et al. can be summarized as follows [66]. All the cache lines are divided into two subsets

(a and b). To send a bit, the sender evicts the receiver’s cache contents from the cache

lines corresponding to one subset and leave the other untouched by accessing the memory
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Figure 6.2: An illustration of a covert channel using L2 cache to encode information. For
each bit, the sender evicts half of the cache lines from the L2 cache saturated previously
by the receiver (solid lines). The receiver then decodes the information by measuring the
timing difference in accessing different subsets of the cache (dashed lines).
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addresses mapped to the chosen cache lines. Then, the receiver can decode the information

by comparing the timing in accessing the two subsets separately, and if subset a takes

significantly longer to read than subset b, it is bit one; otherwise it is bit zero. This process

is illustrated by Figure 6.2.

6.2.1.2 Assessment of the Bit Rate Required to do Harm

Obviously, a covert channel with the bit rate of 0.2bps cannot be leveraged to exfiltrate

large data records. Take the numbers from the Digital Forensics Association for exam-

ple. From 2005 to 2009, the number of lost records in data breaches ranged from 1 to

130,000,000 with an average of 387,926 [24]. While the report did not indicate the size

of a lost record, we can explore the variety of record types to understand the practical im-

pact of the channel bit rate. For example, assume that each record contains the information

from the first track of a credit card magnetic strip [81] (i.e., name, number, dates, etc.). If

we use a 32-bit encoding scheme (while more effective encoding schemes may exist, we

simply choose the easy one to implement UTF-32), the size of a single record is 2,528 bits.

It would take 3.51 hours to leak this piece of information with a 0.2bps covert channel.

Transferring all the information contained in a average data breach would take more than

a century at 0.2bps bit rate. If the records leaked are medical data, each single record may

contain 1,024,000 bits [14]. In this case, even leaking a single record would take the 0.2bps

channel as long as 1422.22 hours.

Therefore, covert channels with this scale of bit rate may only be useful in leaking small

cryptographic secrets. For example, the 2048-bit private key owned by the author contains

1,743 bytes. It will take about 20 hours to leak this key with the 0.2bps L2 cache covert

channel. However, if using a channel with the maximum bit rate of 262.47bps, as described

in § 6.2.2, leaking the same private would only take about 53 seconds. It should be noted

that these are simple illustrations and one does not always need to leak an entire secret key

to compromise it [20]. Often, even a few bits may suffice to reconstruct a cryptographic

secret, and in such cases low bandwidth covert channels also become important.

Given the 1000x difference between the bit rate achieved in existing work on EC2 [66]

and the maximum bit rate we calculated, we find ourselves compelled to ask:
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“What is the maximum achievable bit rate in practice over cross-VM covert

channels? What factors influence the bit rate achievable in cross-VM covert

channels?”

6.2.2 Naive Quantification of Channel Bit Rates

Before discussing the design and implementation of the L2 cache covert channels, we

present a back-of-the-envelope calculation for its maximum bit rate. The numbers used for

the discussion in this section are derived with the following L2 cache specifications:

• L2 cache size: 6MB

• L2 cache line size: 64B

• L2 cache associativity: 24-way

In addition, we use 7 nanoseconds as the time to fetch from the L2 cache, and 100

nanoseconds as the time to fetch from main memory [21]. With these numbers, estimating

the time to transmit a symbol on the covert channel is straightforward. The number of bits

that can be encoded into a symbol is an open question and depending on the CPU design, it

may range from one to log(# of cache lines). In order to compare with existing work [66],

we assume that each symbol contains just one bit of information. Thus, we can use the

same information encoding scheme described in the background section.

In the ideal case, the minimum time to send a bit using L2 cache is the sender’s write

time (Tw) plus the receiver’s read time (Tr). Thus, the maximum bit rate would be 1/(Tw +

Tr). And this ideal case can be summarized using Protocol 1(P1). While this initial protocol

is very simple, it evolves as the channel environment becomes more and more complicated.

Protocol 1 (P1)
1: The sender and receiver both allocate a buffer with the same size as the L2 cache. Then

the receiver accesses its own buffer to fulfill the cache lines (one time initialization).
2: Repeat Step 3 and 4 sequentially for each bit.
3: The sender accesses subset a (or b) to send bit one (or zero) (Tw).
4: The receiver accesses subset a and b separately to decode the information (Tr).
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Now we just need to estimate Tw and Tr to calculate the maximum bit rate. However,

considering the fact that L2 cache is usually shared by both code and data, these two num-

bers become difficult to compute. In addition, modern CPU advanced features like pre-

fetching that further complicate this task. We ignore these complications for the moment,

and assume Tw and Tr can be naively estimated as follows:

Tw = 6MB/64B/2∗100ns≈ 5ms

Tr = 6MB/64B/2∗ (100ns+7ns)

≈ 5ms+0.34ms = 5.34ms

Here the cache size is divided by the cache line size because, in order to fill up a cache

line, it only needs to be accessed once by any byte within it. As a result, the maximum bit

rate using the L2 cache in this ideal case would be

1bit/(5ms+5.34ms)≈ 96.71bps

If more realistic numbers are desired, the complications discussed above must be put

back into the calculation. To solve this problem, instead of looking into the hardware design

manual to refine the estimation, we simply implement the basic operations of Step 3 & 4

in P1 on a testbed machine, which has the same L2 cache configuration as specified earlier

in this subsection and a 2.83GHz clock speed, and then profile Tw and Tr by executing

these operations. The profiling results for Tw and Tr are 1.47ms and 2.34ms, respectively.

Therefore, the maximum bit rate of L2 cache covert channel on testbed machines would be

1bit/(1.47ms+2.34ms)≈ 262.47bps

6.2.3 Achievable Bit Rates on the Testbed

The channel bit rate estimated with protocol P1 is unrealistic and, in particular, the

idealized model overlooks the following factors:

• The operations of the sender and the receiver cannot be synchronized perfectly.
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• There is other overhead associated with the channel program, such as process cre-

ation and destruction, that reduces the channel bit rate.

Specifically, the sender and receiver, as two separate VMs, have no method to synchro-

nize perfectly in a way that the receiver’s read can follow immediately after the sender’s

write. To solve this problem, Ristenpart et al. used a busy loop at the receiver side to wait

for the sender until the receiver perceives a large jump on its CPU counter [66]. Clearly,

this solution implies two requirements: a) the two VMs share the same core at least for the

next bit (R1), and b) their VCPUs are pinned to the shared core (R2); otherwise the receiver

would not be able to notice the timing of the sender’s operations. Now we derive a new

Protocol 2 (P2) that is applicable in a laboratory environment.

Protocol 2 (P2)
1: One time initialization. Same as P1
2: Repeat Step 3 and 4 sequentially for each bit.
3: The sender accesses subset a (or b) to send bit one (or zero) (Tw). Then it goes to sleep

for Ts.
4: The receiver busy loops until CPU counter jumps by at least N j. Then it accesses subset

a and b separately to decode the information (Tr).

For the second problem, the overhead can only be estimated by actually running the

covert channel on the testbed. To implement this new protocol and estimate its potential bit

rate, we just need to determine the value of Ts and N j. The minimum value required for Ts

should be large enough to allow the receiver to finish its operation, i.e., Ts ≥ Tr = 2.34ms.

Consider the variability of Tr, we conservatively choose Ts = 3ms as the minimum sleep

time. In addition, N j should be large enough to cover the cycles needed to for the sender to

finish its cache operation. Given a CPU with a 2.83GHz clock speed, N j≥ 1.47∗2830000=

4160100. Consequently, a practical bit rate that is possible to be realized in a laboratory

environment that satisfies requirements R1 and R2 would be:

1bit/(1.47ms+3ms)≈ 223.71bps

The difference between 223.71bps and the theoretic maximum 262.47bps can be con-

sidered as the synchronization overhead in practice. We implement this channel using pro-
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Figure 6.3: The error rate for the covert channel built on the testbed drops as the sleep time
increases. When the sleep time is larger than or equal to 6ms, the error rate becomes stable.

tocol P2 on our testbed by transmitting a 64-byte text 100 times. Using the preceding pa-

rameters, a bit rate of 215.11bps is obtained with an 5.12% error rate on average. The loss in

bit rate is due to the overhead of non-cache-related code, such as process creation/destroy,

and the code that coverts the source of information into raw bits for the sender.

In order to reduce the error rate for the channel, we can increase the value of Ts be-

cause the uncertainties generated by the process/VM scheduling algorithms and other en-

vironmental factors may cause the channel out-of-sync occasionally. Figure 6.3 depicts the

relationship between sender’s sleep time and the channel error rate. The error rate drops

as Ts increases and stabilizes when the sleep time is larger than or equal to 6ms. As ex-

pected, when the sleep time Ts of the sender approaches its minimal, out-of-sync errors are

more likely to happen. On the other hand, the impact of sleep time to the channel error rate

diminishes when Ts becomes large enough to tolerate the variability of Tr.

Before we close the discussion about channel bit rate in the laboratory environment,

there is still one difference to be noted between P2 and the protocol proposed by Ristenpart

et al.: the receiver also sleeps briefly every iteration in their version [66]. According to

Ristenpart et al., the rationale behind the sleep is for the receiver “to build up credit with

Xen’s Scheduler” [66] because its busy loop may eat up scheduling credits quickly so that

the receiver is less likely to be scheduled on time when there is a third VM (or more) sharing

the same core. To give a complete picture, we define this version as Protocol 3 (P3).
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Protocol 3 (P3)
1: One time initialization. Same as P1
2: Repeat Step 3 and 4 sequentially for each bit.
3: The sender accesses subset a (or b) to send bit one (or zero) (Tw). Then it goes to sleep

for Tws.
4: The receiver sleeps for Trs, after which it busy loops until its CPU counter jumps by at

least N j. Then it accesses subset a and b separately to decode the information (Tr).

In our previous effort in building this covert channel, we started with this version of the

protocol. And in the same laboratory environment, we only obtained a bit rate of around

30bps when Tws = 10ms(or 20ms),Trs = 3ms (both choices of Tws produce a similar maxi-

mum bit rate), while the expected bit rate should be close to

1bit/(1.47ms+10ms)≈ 87.18bps

1bit/(1.47ms+20ms)≈ 46.58bps

based on the above analysis. To explain this huge difference, we first look at the time to

transfer one bit for 30bps case: 1s/30bps ≈ 33.3ms. Not surprisingly, this value is close

to the maximum time slice that Xen’s credit scheduler allows a virtual CPU to occupy a

physical CPU [88]. Thus, the explanation for the anomaly is that when both the sender

and receiver are put into sleep for each bit, the receiver always wakes up first to start its

busy loop, during which the sender comes back to be runnable. If at this moment the sender

preempts the receiver to run immediately, everything stays as expected. However, in reality,

the receiver may have accumulated enough credits to be awarded an equal priority (over)

as the sender. Therefore, the sender may not be able to preempt the receiver but blocked

for another 30ms in the worst case. While this scenario does not happen every iteration,

it indeed happens frequently enough to reduce channel bit rate to be around 30bps despite

the value of Tws being 10ms or 20ms. And this phenomenon persists with protocol P3 until

Tws > 30ms, which effectively reduces the expected bit rate to be ≤ 30bps. Consequently,

in practice we suggest not to use protocol P3 unless a workload can justify its usage with

an improved error rate.
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6.2.4 Achievable Bit Rates on EC2

According to the preceding analysis and experiment results, the difference in bit rate

between the derived maximum and the one reported in prior work [66] is more than three

orders of magnitude. Given that we have not intentionally optimized our code either, we

speculate that the following factors may contribute to this huge gap:

• Hardware specification

• Workloads in other VMs on the same physical machine

• Hypervisor configuration, i.e., scheduling policies

• Design of the protocol

In this subsection, we analyze these factors in order and verify our speculation by imple-

menting the L2 cache covert channel on EC2.

Hardware Specification The small EC2 instances we use have the same L2 cache spec-

ification as our lab machines. However, the CPUs on our lab machines have a higher clock

speed of 2.83GHz than that of 2.66GHz on the EC2 instances we use. Even if considering

that the CPUs on EC2 may be one or two generations older, the impact of hardware specifi-

cation on channel bit rate still should not be more than 10%. Moreover, one may notice that

EC2 uses 40% CPU cap on small instances, which effectively reduces the clock speed by

60%. We discuss this problem in more detail when it comes to the hypervisor configuration.

Workloads Given the design of the protocols P1 to P3 that the sender does not verify if

the receiver has received the current bit and whether the received bit is correct, workloads

on other VMs sharing the same hardware would only increase the error rate of the channel.

Meanwhile, if the VMs with the workloads also share the same core as the covert channel

VMs, then they will reduce the channel bit rate because they steal CPU cycles from the

covert channel.

To support this argument, we introduce a third VM on our testbed to share the same core

with the other two VMs used for evaluating P2. On the third VM, we deploy a web applica-
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Figure 6.4: In the laboratory environments, when running a web application on a third VM
sharing the same core as the covert channel, the channel error rate increases, and bit rate
decreases slowly as the number of users to that application grows.

tion called RUBiS, which is an eBay-like online auction application that is used extensively

as a benchmark in the research community [16, 63]. The default workload of RUBiS has a

parameter called “number of clients per node” that controls the number of concurrent users

accessing the application. We vary this parameter and run a covert channel in parallel on

the other two VMs using P2 with 10ms sleep time. The resulting error rate and bit rate are

plotted in Figure 6.4. As the figure suggests, the error rate increases slowly as the number of

concurrent users grows. At the same time, because more concurrent users means more cy-

cles needed to process their requests, the channel bit rates also slowly decreases. However,

compared to the original bit rate 85.86bps without third-party workload, the biggest drop

in bit rate is no more than 6%. Thus, we speculate that the impact of workloads themselves

on the covert channels on EC2 is very limited.

Hypervisor Configuration Suppose the Xen hypervisor on EC2 has the same credit

scheduler with identical parameters as the standard Xen scheduler. When protocol P3 is

applied, the bit rate can be reduced by an order of magnitude. In addition, if we examine

the CPU usage in small instances on EC2, a 40% cap should be noticed. This cap may

effectively reduce the channel bit rate by at least 60% over an extended period of time. Up

to this point, the raw bit rate should have been reduced to about 10bps. Furthermore, the
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VCPUs used by EC2’s small instances are not pinned to any specific physical cores. Using

the CPUID instruction, which does not seem to be virtualized on EC2, small instances sug-

gest four cores on a single physical machine, and VCPUs constantly migrate to different

physical cores on the scale of milliseconds to thousands of milliseconds. It means at any

moment, two VMs co-located on the same physical machine may not be able to communi-

cate via the L2 cache simply because they are not running on the right cores. This policy

together with the 40% cap violate both R1 and R2, which are required to ensure the high

bit rate for the testbed experiments. They would also significantly affect the design of the

protocol to be used on EC2.

Protocol Design Ristenpart et al. use multiple samples for a single bit to compensate the

negative impact of core migration [66]. Thus, the resulting bit rate depends on the number

of samples taken per bit, given protocol P3. To continue the above rough estimation, it is

reasonable to obtain a bit rate of 0.2bps should we use 50 samples per bit.

To sum up, the major factors that may significantly affect the channel bit rate on EC2 in-

clude Xen’s scheduling algorithm, the 40% CPU cap, and non-pinned VCPUs (core migra-

tion), all of which are environmental factors, and the design of the communication protocol,

which is an artifact of the environmental factors. In the follow subsection, we describe our

experiments as concrete examples to explain how does the environmental factors reduce

the channel bit rate by at least two orders of magnitude in practice on EC2 with our refined

protocol.

6.2.4.1 EC2 Co-location Revisited

Ristenpart et al.’s work explored the relationship between EC2’s instance placement

and its network configuration and designed a method to co-locate the attacker’s VM to

its victim with a probability better than a brute-force approach [66]. In our case, we care

about the maximum achievable channel bit rate on EC2, so only two VMs both controlled

by an attack need to be co-located, And it is a much easier task than co-locating with

a targeted victim VM. In this subsection, we start with the experience learned from the

existing work [66], then share our revised experience for achieving and verifying VM co-
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location in the case that Amazon may have changed its polices and algorithms in response

to that paper.

To begin with, because it is believed that VMs belong to the same account will never

be placed on the same physical machine on EC2 [66], we start with two accounts, each

of which allows 20 concurrently running VMs by default. Because of the “parallel place-

ment locality” [66], which says VMs launched simultaneously at the same availability zone

(which roughly corresponds to a data center) are more likely to be co-located, we launch 20

small instances for each account roughly at the same time. Then, the first hop IP (internal

to EC2) of each VM’s outbound route is checked. If any pair from the two accounts share

the same first hop, they are believed to be co-located on the same physical machine [66].

Based on our experiments conducted in April 2011 on EC2’s east region, two obser-

vations worth a discussion. First of all, for different accounts, the availability zones with

the same name (e.g., us-east-1b) may not refer to the same physical infrastructure. In other

words, the mapping between the name of availability zones and their physical locations is

different from account to account. Fortunately, the actual mapping seems to be fixed once

an account is created, and the mapping can be extracted by combining the information pro-

vided by several standard EC2 commands [34]. Because we are not the first to discover this

phenomenon or the matching technique, and this technique is also out of the scope of this

dissertation, we encourage curious readers to read the referred blog post [34]. In addition,

while for each trial we roughly get 5 VM pairs with the same first hop out of the 20 by

20 candidates, not all of them can be confirmed to be co-located by running the L2 covert

channel to be described later in this section. Meanwhile, we find that the pairs of VMs that

allow covert channel communication have a much lower round trip time (RTT) if we do a

tcptraceroute against the VMs within the same pair than that for the pairs failing our covert

channel attack (0.06ms vs. 0.2ms).

Interestingly, among all the confirmed co-located VM pairs, we find one pair that belong

to the same account. This pair was created when EC2 was experiencing a major outage on

its east region [26], and it never happened again after the outage was fixed. Therefore, we

speculate that during the outage when not all the physical machines were usable, EC2 tried

to fulfill as many custom requests at the cost of a reduced guarantee of fault tolerance.
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6.2.4.2 L2 Cache-Based Covert Channel On EC2

Once the VM co-location is verified, we run our own version of the L2 cache-based

covert channel on EC2 to explore its potential bit rate. As discussed above, none of the

existing protocols (P1 to P3) work well on EC2 due to the environmental factors related

to the hypervisor configuration. As a response to these environmental factors, we present

a refined protocol to explore and explain the empirical bound on the bit rate of the L2

cache-based covert channel on EC2.

Recall that for protocol P1 to P3, a busy loop at the receiver’s side is used for syn-

chronization. However, given the 40% CPU cap alone, this method is guaranteed to lose

information because blind spots will appear in the receiver’s lifetime when the receiver

VM is preempted by the hypervisor, and these blind spots can be large enough (60% of

CPU time, hence on the scale of tens of milliseconds given the 10ms ticks of Xen’s credit

scheduler) to allow other VMs (or the sender itself) to overwrite the cache content before

the receiver decodes any useful information. To solve this problem, we eliminate the syn-

chronization mechanism entirely and simply busy loop with the cache operations at both

sides of the channel. Here we define a valid measurement of cache contention as one side

of the channel captures the time difference in accessing the cache subsets after the other

side evicts certain cache lines. Then an invalid measurement would be that one side of the

channel accesses the cache before the other side touches it, i.e., no time difference would

be perceived. Consequently, the design of P1 to P3 implies that all the measurements taken

during the channel lifetime are valid.

This design decision is made based on the fact that while when a valid measurement

of cache contention will happen is unpredictable, once it happens the verification of the

measurement is very accurate because the cache interference introduced by other processes

or VMs are assumed to be uniformly distributed so that the difference between the time it

takes to access the evicted cache subset and the non-evicted one remains noticeable (1.47

vs. 0.87ms in practice) on the scale of milliseconds.

However, this brute-force strategy leaves an obvious question: given that there is no

guarantee for a valid measurement of cache contention to happen, even if we can take
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valid measurements once in a while, how do we verify whether the current bit has been

transferred and when the sender and receiver should synchronously move on to the next bit.

Even worse, the core migration on EC2 can make the cache contention between two given

co-located VMs never happen in the worst case. Thus, the short answer to this question

is that there can be no guarantee because we are trying to send information reliably on

a unreliable channel, which is a problem similar to the TCP handshake protocol [40]. In

fact, the protocols (P1 to P3) we have discussed so far are all one-way protocols, which

means the receiver has no way to acknowledge the sender for the transmission, but it is not

a problem when both sides can synchronize each other with the busy loop. Fortunately, if a

valid measurement of cache contention happens to the receiver, it should have evicted the

sender’s content from the cache. The next time the sender takes a measurement, it will also

have a chance to take a valid measurement. That means we can use a similar method to time

the cache operations at the sender’s side as a pseudo-acknowledgement of the transmission.

However, it suffers from the same problem that it has no guarantee to happen. To break

this deadlock, similar to the scheme used by Ristenpart et al. [66], we simply repeat this

procedure multiple times for each individual bit for transmission to increase the possibility

of success. This new algorithm is summarized as Protocol 4 (P4).

Protocol 4 (P4)
1: One time initialization. Same as P1
2: Repeat Step 3-4 and 5-6 concurrently for each bit.
3: The sender accesses subset a (or b) to send bit one (or zero) (Tw). Repeat this process

until obtains Nw valid measurements. After each measurement, despite valid or not, the
sender sleeps for Tws.

4: The sender accesses the cache subset opposite to the one used in Step 3. Repeat this
process until an invalid measurement happens.

5: The receiver accesses subset a and b separately (Tr) to decode the information. Repeat
this process until obtained Nr valid measurement. After each measurement, despite
valid or not, the receiver sleeps for Trs.

6: The receiver accesses the same subset used in Step 5. Repeat this process until an
invalid measurement happens.

Before we move to the bit rate analysis with this protocol, the rationale behind Step 4

& 6 and the use of Tws & Trs should be explained first. Because contention measurements

are now repeated multiple times for each bit, depending on the choice of Nw and Nr, either
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the sender or the receiver may get stuck in Step 3 and 5 respectively due to unexpected core

migrations. As a result, Step 4 and 6 are used to check if the measurement loops used by the

other side of the channel for the current bit have finished. For example, if Step 6 succeeds

for the receiver, it means the sender is also likely to be working on Step 4, which implies

they both can move on to the next bit. Again, there is still no guarantee that the success

of Step 4 and 6 indicates that the sender and the receive have been synchronized for the

next bit since core migration at that point can lead to the same perception, their presence

increases the chance of being synchronized while their overhead on the bit rate is limited

as the number of samples taken per bit increases. In addition, the sleep time of Tws & Trs

are used to avoid repeating too fast to miss the opportunity of cache measurements, and

1ms will suffice. Please note that because for protocol P4 the sender and the receiver have

a similar busy loop and also share the same sleep time, the sender’s over-blocked problem

caused by Xen’s scheduler no long exists.

We implement P4 on EC2 with two co-located VMs found by the method described

in the last subsection. To analyze the potential bit rate, we first profile the performance of

basic cache operations to obtain Tw and Tr as follows: Tw1 = 2.67ms,Tr1 = 3.73ms if contention happens

Tw0 = 1.10ms,Tr0 = 2.09ms otherwise

Please note that the profiling result does not precisely follow the theory. For example, in

the case of no contention happens, Tr0 should be two times of Tw0. This slight miss match

is just an artifact of a profiling-based method itself, which is the best we can do for a black-

box system like EC2, and its impact on the analysis result should be limited. Meanwhile,

the numbers may vary on a small scale if profiled with a different pair of co-located VMs.

In our implementation, the receiver is used to constantly monitor the cache content

because while there is no guarantee on a successful bit transmission, once it succeeds the

chance for the receiver to get a flipped bit is almost zero. Also, because the operations of

the sender’s and receiver’s are always concurrent, we use the sender’s side to analyze the

channel bit rate in the following discussion.

In the ideal case, core migration never happens during the transmission so that every
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Figure 6.5: The error rate of the covert channel built on E2 using protocol P4 drops as more
more samples (Nw : Nr) are taken for each bit. After Nw : Nr = 9 : 6 no significant benefits
can be gained by increasing the number of samples.

Mean Median Max Min
Bit Rate 3.20bps 3.75bps 10.46bps 1.27bps

Error Rate 9.28% 8.59% 28.13% 0%

Table 6.1: Basic statistics of the channel bit rate and error rate on EC2.

measurement would be valid. This overly optimistic assumption results in the following

estimation of the ideal channel bit rate on EC2:

bitrate = 0.4∗1bit/(Nw ∗ (Tw1 +Tws)+Tw0)

Again in the best case where we choose Nw = 1, the maximum bit rate would be

0.4∗1bit/(2.67ms+1ms+1.10ms)≈ 83.86bps

However, this estimation is clearly unrealistic. Because it implies Nr = 1, but Tw1 6= Tr1

means Nw and Nr cannot take the same value. Instead, using Nw : Nr ≈ Tr1 : Tw1 ≈ 3 : 2

would be appropriate.

Intuitively, smaller values of Nw tend to result in higher error rates because the sender

and the receiver are more likely to be out-of-sync. Figure 6.5 demonstrates the relationship

between the error rates and the number of samples (Nw : Nr) with corresponding bit rate.
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Figure 6.6: The bit rate distribution for the covert channel in EC2 using protocol P4.
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Figure 6.7: The error rate distribution for the covert channel in EC2 using protocol P4.
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While smaller values yield higher error rates, once Nw ≥ 9, the error rate becomes stable.

As a result, we choose Nw = 9,Nr = 6 for further experiments. Figure 6.6 and Fig-

ure 6.7 shows the distributions of the bit rate and error rate for this pair of parameters,

respectively. Table 6.1 shows some basic statistics about these two metrics. The impact of

the environment factors on these metrics is discussed in the following paragraphs.

First of all, given Nw = 9, if every cache measurement is valid, the expected channel bit

rate would be

0.4∗1bit/(9∗ (2.67ms+1ms)+1.10ms)≈ 11.72bps

Considering other overhead associated with the covert channel program, the maximum bit

rate of 10.46bps we obtain through experiment is very close to this expected number. Ob-

viously, there two components that reduce the expected bit rate from 83.86bps to 11.72bps:

the 40% CPU cap, which effectively reduce the bit rate by 60% if the channel runs for an

extended period of time, and the repeated sampling, which is designed to deal with the core

migration and other uncertainties in VM scheduling.

Even worse, for the same reason, not every cache measurement can be valid. Thus,

we need to obtain the average percentage of time that the sender spends on valid cache

measurements among all the measurements that have been made during the transmission

period. This number should be environment dependent, and it can be only obtained through

profiling. With the trials conducted on the same EC2 instances, we divide the cache mea-

surements into three category using the timing of each measurement: valid measurements,

invalid measurements, and the measurements made when VM gets preempted. While the

first two categories are self-evident, the last one contains the measurements that take more

then 3ms to make, so that they are believed to be taken when corresponding VM is pre-

empted by the hypervisor. The percentage of each category is listed as follows:
10.5% Valid cache measurements

39.7% Invalid cache measurements

6.5% Measurements made when VM preempted
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Figure 6.8: The CDF of the time between core migrations. About 50% of the time a VCPU
stays on the same core for no more than 10ms, while about 25% of the time a VCPU stays
on the same core for more than 100ms.

As we can see, only 10.5% of the transmission time is actually spent on valid cache

measurements. It explains why the experiments shows a bit rate of 3.20bps on average.

These three categories make up 56.7% of the transmission time. The rest of it is in fact

the 1ms sleep time after each measurement. As discussed before, this sleep time is used to

avoid polling too fast for both sides. Its removal would significantly increase the error rate.

On the other hand, reducing the sleep time for each iteration would not improve the channel

bit rate in a meaningful way because this large amount of sleep time is caused by the large

percentage of invalid cache measurements, which in turn is caused by the uncertainties in

VM scheduling such as core migration.

To understand why valid cache measurements only consist 10.5% of the transmission

time, we profile the frequency of core migrations during our experiments. Note that because

to some extent a core migration is triggered by the execution of instructions, the profiling

process itself would impact the profiled frequency. In addition, the profiling is conducted

along side the covert channel communication; its resolution is therefore constrained by the

polling frequency of the target channel. Consequently, the results should not be viewed as

a characterization of the scheduling properties for the underlying scheduler, but just as a

concrete example to illustrate the impact of environment factors to the channel bit rate.

Figure 6.8 shows the distribution of the time between core migrations. As we can see,
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almost 50% of the time a VCPU stays on the same core for no more than 10ms. This

frequent migration will cause a large number invalid cache measurements. Meanwhile,

about 25% of the time, a VCPU stays on the same core for more than 100ms, which gives

the channel a plenty of time to make valid measurements. This perception also explains

why the channel bit rate in Figure 6.6 shows a bimodal distribution.

To sum up, for this particular cache-based cross-VM covert channel attack, while it can

achieve a modest bit rate on a fully controlled testbed, its channel bandwidth between real

EC2 instances only allows to leak small secrets like private keys. Meanwhile, similar to

the performance degradation attack discussed in § 6.1, in order to make this covert channel

attack relatively effective, attackers also need to rely on frequent VM preemptions to enable

alternating usage of the shared cache between the attacker VM and the victim VM.

6.3 Summary

In this chapter, we study the security interference between the virtual machines that

share CPU L2 cache. We characterize a performance degradation attack by revealing the

relationship between VMs’ workload patterns and the effectiveness of the attack. We also

explore a covert channel attack by providing a quantification of its bit rates and access-

ing its ability to do harm. We expand the scope of the pioneering work for this threat [66]

by progressively refining the models of cross-VM covert channels from the derived max-

imums, to implementable channels on the testbed, and finally in Amazon EC2 itself. We

show how a variety of factors impact the ability to create effective channels. While a covert

channel with a considerably larger bit rate than previously reported is demonstrated, we

assess that even at such an improved rate, the harm of data exfiltration from these channels

is still limited to the sharing of small secrets such as private keys. Importantly, the effec-

tiveness of these cache-based cross-VM attacks rely on frequent VM preemption, and this

observation is the foundation of our mitigation technique discussed in Chapter 7.
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CHAPTER 7

A Host-Centric Approach to Mitigate Security

Interference

Resource sharing in public clouds enables a new avenue of security threats that are

mounted across the virtual machine boundary. In this chapter, we describe a host-centric

approach to mitigate two cross-VM attacks—a performance degradation attack and an in-

formation leakage attack—that abuse the interference on shared CPU cache. The design of

our solution is based on a key observation made in Chapter 6. That is, to be effective, many

cache-based cross-VM attacks rely on frequent VM preemption to intensify the interference

caused by cache resource contention.

Our mitigation technique focuses on containing such frequent VM preemption. How-

ever, because preemptive CPU scheduling is designed to allow timely processing of I/O

interrupts for latency-sensitive workloads, the challenge of this approach is to improve

security without incurring undue performance overhead to the benign workloads that are

latency-sensitive. To solve this problem, our design controls cache sharing with a partition-

based approach that separates latency-bound and throughput-bound VMs and runs them on

two disjointed groups of CPU cores. While our system does not completely eliminate the

threats, testbed experiments show that it can significantly reduce the effectiveness of both

target attacks that abuse the shared CPU cache. Importantly, this approach also improves

the performance of latency-bound and throughput-bound workloads, instead of incurring

undue overhead.
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7.1 Related Work

Two general approach exist to mitigate the cross-VM performance degradation attacks

and information leakage attacks (including both covert channels and side channels) that

abuse the share resources. One targets the resources being abused, such as the CPU cache

and memory bus, and the other targets the attacking mechanisms, which we explain later.

Most existing solutions take the first approach. DeepDive [58] migrates VMs to other

physical machines if the CPU performance counters indicate that these VMs are causing ab-

normal resource contention. This is a general purpose method to avoid interference as long

as there are performance counters available for monitoring the usage of the target resources.

Wang et al. designed a hardware-based solution that either partitions the share cache lines

or randomizes cache line sharing [79]. Moreover, the access to the shared resources can

be regulated in software with modifications to the hypervisor. For example, Godfrey et al.

proposed to flush the shared CPU cache between schedules to disallow information leak-

age [30]. StealthMem [45] provided guest VMs with new hypercalls to use private memory

for security-sensitive operations. BusMonitor [67] traps the atomic instructions issued by

guest VMs using shadow paging; these instructions are essential to the covert channel at-

tacks that abuse the shared memory bus [85].

Alternatively, these cross-VM attacks can be mitigated by impairing the key mecha-

nisms that enable the attacks in the first place regardless of the shared resources. Askarov

et al. demonstrated that timing-based information leakage can be mitigated by regulating

all of the timing events in the system [9]. Coppens et al. proposed to use a special com-

piler backend to eliminate timing behaviors [19]. XenPump [84] mitigates timing-based

attacks by adding latencies to critical hypercalls. Our solution discussed in this chapter

also falls into this category. It leverages the observation that many cache-based attacks rely

on frequent VM preemption to be effective. Therefore, the goal of our design is to prevent

excessive VM preemption to reduce conflicts of resource usage and to do so without signifi-

cantly penalizing the performance of benign workloads. The solutions that target the shared

resources and the solutions that target the attacking mechanisms are in fact complementary

to each other. A qualitative comparison is presented in § 7.2.3.
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7.2 Design

In this section, we present the design of a host-centric system that reduces the effec-

tiveness of a performance degradation attack and an information leakage attack that abuse

the shared CPU cache. The discussion starts with the design trade-offs in mitigating the

security interference, which motivates the partition-based approach that is described next.

To conclude the design section, we qualitatively compare our solution to the alternatives

regarding their effectiveness and performance overhead.

7.2.1 Design Trade-offs

If the goal of our system is only to prevent frequent VM preemption, the solution is

rather simple—we just need to adjust the preemption rate of the VM scheduler. Xen 4.2

introduced a scheduling parameter called rate that configures the minimum amount of

time a VM can run before other VMs are allow to preempt it [88]. In other words, rate

determines the maximum allowable preemption rate, which is precisely what is needed for

our solution. In its default setting, guest VMs cannot be preempted more often than once

every millisecond.

By adjusting the rate parameter, we can directly control the effectiveness of the cache-

based cross-VM attacks that rely frequent VM preemption. For example, in the case of

the performance degradation attack with the attacker VM and victim VM sharing the same

CPU core (§ 6.1), if we set rate to be 5ms, then the attacker VM cannot evict the victim’s

contents from the shared cache more often than once very five milliseconds. Unfortunately,

this native approach would render the latency-sensitive workloads non-responsive because

they also rely on frequent VM preemption for timely interrupt handling. With rate being

5ms, latency-sensitive VMs also have to wait up to 5ms to process their pending interrupts

if they are sharing processors with throughput-bound VMs. In other words, there exists

a trade-off between the security of cache-sensitive workloads and the responsiveness of

latency-bound workloads. Any particular configuration of the VM scheduling policy may

not satisfy all workloads.
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7.2.2 A Partition-Based Design

To mitigate the cache-based cross-VM attacks without undue performance overhead to

benign workloads, our solution uses a partition-based approach. It classifies guest VMs into

one of the two types—latency-bound or throughput-bound—according to the workloads

running inside and schedules them on disjointed groups of CPU cores. Importantly, when

allocating CPU cores for each group, we want to minimize the resources shared across

groups. For example, given a four-core CPU with one L1 cache on each core and two L2

caches shared by two pairs of cores respectively, we can divide the cores into two groups

so that the cores in different groups share no cache but the memory bus. This design is

considered host-centric because the workload classification can be done in the host without

any guest cooperation.

Note that in our workload classification scheme—latency-bound versus throughput-

bound—there is no explicit security consideration. This is by design because it is difficult

for cloud providers to reliably identify whether a guest VM is attacking its neighbors.

The evaluation results in § 7.4 show that classifying VMs solely by their performance

characteristics is sufficient to mitigate the two target cache-based cross-VM attacks that

rely on frequent VM preemption. Meanwhile, because workloads of different performance

characteristics now run in separate groups and have a little impact on each other across

groups, we can keep the scheduler policy (e.g., the rate parameter) as is.

The remaining question is how to achieve such workload classification. Existing mech-

anisms either adopt a gray-box approach by explicitly monitoring I/O events [31, 44, 39]

or require guest VM cooperation [53, 50, 89]. We use a lightweight host-centric design

to classify workloads based how VMs consume CPU cycles. Specifically, we monitor the

average burst length of CPU usage for each VM and classify a VM as latency-bound if

its burst length is below a threshold, and the rest are throughput-bound. The intuition is

straightforward: latency-bound VMs by definition do not consume much CPU time to pro-

cess interrupts and generate responses before yielding to wait for the next I/O event.

Essentially, this partition-based design offers a mechanism to control cache sharing

between incompatible workloads, like what Bobtail (Chapter 4) does for processor sharing,
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but it does so at the host level without guest cooperation. Therefore, a throughput-bound

VM is sensitive to the attacks but hard to be attacked because its neighboring VMs with

shared cache are also by definition throughput-bound and use lots of CPU time before

yielding or being preempted. On the other hand, a latency-bound VM is easy to be attacked

but insensitive to the attacks because such VMs by definition do not use too many CPU

cycles and are not susceptible to attacks when waiting for interrupts. The application of

this argument to the two target attacks discussed in this chapter is as follows. Note that in

either case, a attacker VM needs to be in the same scheduling group as the victim in order

to share CPU cache.

Performance degradation attack If a victim VM is classified as throughput-bound, its

workload is sensitive to cache misses. However, because its neighboring VMs in the same

group are also throughput-bound, they cannot preempt the victim as often as before the

partitioning; otherwise they cannot stay in this group. As a result, the efficiency of the

attack would be greatly reduced due to the lower effective preemption rate. On the other

hand, if classified as latency-bound, the victim VM is equally vulnerable as when there is

no partitioning, i.e., our partition-based design offers neither advantage nor disadvantage

over Xen’s default scheduling mechanism for latency-bound VMs. However, by definition,

the CPU usage of such VMs is less bursty than throughput-bound VMs. Therefore, when

they do not need to use physical CPUs, they are not subject to the attack either.

Information leakage attack The story for information leakage attacks is more compli-

cated. In theory, both cache-based covert channel (§ 6.2) and side channel attacks [97] rely

on frequent VM preemption to probe the shared cache for leaked information, and we can

control their effectiveness with partitioning just like the performance degradation attack.

However, besides preemption, a VM can also yield its assigned physical CPU voluntarily.

As a result, in the case of covert channel attacks, for which both the source and destination

of the information channel are controlled by the attacker, the two VMs can collude with

each other to yield physical CPUs in lockstep and avoid the need of preemption. In other

words, yielding physical CPUs voluntarily can defeat our mitigation mechanism and allows
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colluding VMs to stay in the latency-bound group with synchronized cache usage, but it is

only possible when both ends of the information channel can collude.

On the other hand, our partition-based approach can reduce the effectiveness of the

cache-based side channel attack. As discussed in § 6.2, it is essentially a special case of the

covert channel attack as it has no control over the source VM of the leaking channel. In this

scenario, preemption rate becomes relevant again. Specifically, if a victim (source) VM is

classified as throughput-bound, other VMs in the same scheduling group may only probe

the shared CPU cache at a slower speed in order to stay in the same group with shared

cache. Therefore, less information can be leaked per unit of time. On the other hand, for

victim VMs that are latency-bound, we may only rely on the default maximum allowable

preemption rate (once per millisecond) to contain the information leakage. But at the same

time, such VMs do not leak information when they are blocked for external events.

7.2.3 Design Space Comparison

The key insight of our partition-based approach is to mitigate the cross-VM attacks by

impairing their attacking mechanisms. In the case of the cache-based performance degra-

dation attack and side channel attack, the goal is to reduce the VM preemption rate without

undue harm to the performance of benign workloads. Compared to other defense mecha-

nisms, our approach has a simpler design and incurs less performance overhead. In fact, as

shown in § 7.4, our approach improves performance of benign workloads as a side effect.

Meanwhile, the disadvantage of our approach is that it mitigates fewer types of attacks

(e.g., it is not effective against the information leakage attack that abuses the shared mem-

ory bus [85]) than the existing solutions, and it only reduces the negative impact of the

attacks instead of eliminating them.

The idea of partition-based scheduling is not new by itself. For example, a similar tech-

nique has been proposed to improve I/O performance by separating VMs running I/O op-

erations from the ones running compute-intensive jobs and configuring them with different

scheduling strategies; as a trade-off, the performance of compute-intensive applications is

sacrificed [39]. In comparison, the security and performance benefits of our design are de-
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rived from two assumptions regarding workload characteristics and VM scheduling mode,

respectively. We make these assumptions based on our observations and experience in run-

ning experiments in public clouds:

Workload characteristics The existing methods that make a distinction between I/O-

bound workloads and CPU-bound workloads usually assume that both I/O-bound work-

loads and CPU-bound workloads run concurrently in the target VM [31, 44, 39, 91, 90].

In this scenario, Xen’s default credit scheduler would not BOOST the target VM because

its CPU-bound workloads consume lots of CPU cycles, even though BOOSTing is essential

for I/O-bound workloads to be responsive. This is a reasonable assumption because virtu-

alization is often used for consolidating various types of workloads into the same physical

machine. However, we observe that this assumption can be relaxed in the context of public

clouds, whose programming and pricing models allow developers to rent VM instances of

different size based on their actual resource requirements. For example, it is possible to

rent a VM of smaller size (e.g., micro and small instances in EC2) at a lower price to run

one workload per VM. Under this revised assumption, VM classification becomes easier

because in a given period of time the workload in the target VM should only exhibit either

latency-bound or throughput-bound characteristics, but not both.

Scheduling mode By default, CPU schedulers like Xen’s credit scheduler use work-

conserving mode to improve CPU utilization. That is, for a set of VMs sharing CPU cores,

if they all run CPU-bound workloads, each VM gets a fair share of CPU cycles based on

their relative weights. Meanwhile, if some of these VMs consume less CPU time than their

fair share, the excess CPU cycles can be reallocated to the other VMs that need them.

However, public clouds like Amazon EC2 usually employ a non-work-conserving mode to

schedule various resources [56]. Therefore, no VM can use more than its fair share of phys-

ical CPU cores even if there are excess cycles. This choice allows VMs to perform more

predictably than in work-conserving mode—a VM cannot run faster than what is advertised

despite its neighbor’s behavior. On the other hand, the lost CPU utilization is not of a con-

cern for cloud service providers because they charge customers by the amount of resources
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they rent not by the amount they actually use. As shown in § 7.4.2 this observation leads

to an improved performance for CPU-bound workloads, while existing partition-based ap-

proaches conclude the opposite [39].

To sum up, these two assumptions not only simplify the design and implementation

(§ 7.3) of VM classification, but also help improve both the security and performance

(§ 7.4) of the partitioned workloads.

7.3 Implementation

To mitigate the cache-based performance degradation attack and side channel attack,

our system consists of two major components: a resource management module to divide

physical CPU cores into two separate groups and a VM classification module to assign

guest VMs to different scheduling groups according to their workload characteristics. Our

current implementation is based on Xen 4.2.1 and Linux kernel 3.6.6.

The scheduling related features introduced in Xen 4.2 make the implementation of the

resource management module straightforward. Specifically, cpupool [87] allows admin-

istrators to group CPU cores and apply different scheduling algorithms and parameters

to them with userspace tools available in dom0. As a result, to implement the resource

management module, we only need to determine for each physical machine which pro-

cessors should be allocated to latency-bound VMs and which ones should be allocated to

throughput-bound VMs (besides the ones used by dom0), and then map each group to a

cpupool. The key requirement for the allocation is to minimize the sharing of processor

architecture resources (e.g., various levels of CPU caches) across cpupools. In our current

implementation, such allocation is static for a given model of physical machines. To de-

ploy this system in a production cloud, the allocation may become dynamic by taking into

account the cloud-wide resource demand for latency-bound VMs and throughput-bound

VMs. Due to a lack of access to production traces, we leave this problem for future work.

In addition, we implement the workload classification module by instrumenting Xen’s

VM scheduler layer. According to our design, we use the average burst length of CPU usage

for each VM as the classification criteria. More precisely, we can only obtain such statistics
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for virtual CPUs (VCPUs), of which a guest VM may have one or more. However, our cur-

rent implementation targets the VMs that have only one VCPU (like EC2 small instances)

so that we can hold the assumption of one workload per VM. Specifically, we instrument

the generic scheduler layer of the Xen hypervisor so that the same functionality can also

be applied to scheduling algorithms other than the credit scheduler. To do so, we record

the runtime of a VCPU when its status changes from running to blocked and use shared

memory pages to make such records available to user space tools running in dom0. Note

that a VCPU may switch from running to runnable if preempted by the scheduler before

changing to blocked. In this case, we do not consider it as a complete record because from

the workload’s perspective, its burst of CPU usage will continue once the corresponding

VM is scheduled back. To calculate the average burst length, we need to set a sampling rate

for the instrumentation in Xen’s scheduler layer. In our current implementation, we record

a VM’s runtime every time it changes status and report the average length once per second.

Finally, the resource management module integrates with the workload classification

module using a monitoring process in dom0. It collects VCPU statistics via the shared

memory pages and assigns each VM to the right group according to the classification cri-

teria. Note that because VMs may change their workload types from time to time, our

static cpupool allocation scheme may result in resource imbalance on individual physical

machines. Using live migration may solve this problem, but we consider it as future work.

7.4 Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate our partition-based VM scheduling scheme using controlled

experiments on a testbed. The experiments demonstrate both the effectiveness of our miti-

gation technique for cache-base cross-VM attacks and its performance impact.

Testbed setup The testbed we use in this chapter is similar to that in § 5.3. It consists of a

Cisco Catalyst 2970 switch connecting several physical machines, all of which have Linux

3.6.6 and Xen 4.2.1 installed. In our experiments, we instrument Xen’s VM scheduler to

collect the statistics for workload classification and leave the Linux kernel unmodified.
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Parameters There are two key parameters for the system: the threshold of average CPU

burst length for workload classification and the sampling rate for collecting CPU usage

statistics. The optimal values of the these parameters are workload dependent and should be

derived from the measurements of the production traces. Because only synthetic workloads

are used for the evaluation, we apply 5ms for the threshold of workload classification as our

best. In addition, we keep the sampling rate once per second. The impact of these values is

then discussed in § 7.4.2.

7.4.1 Attack Mitigation

We demonstrate the effectiveness of our mitigation technique in three scenarios:

1. The attacker VM and the victim VM are classified into different scheduling groups.

2. Both the attacker VM and the victim VM are classified as throughput-bound.

3. Both the attacker VM and the victim VM are classified as latency-bound.

7.4.1.1 Performance Degradation Attack

Applying the attack described in § 6.1 directly results in the first scenario. The vic-

tim VM scans a memory buffer repeatedly so it is clearly throughput-bound. Because the

attacker VM sleeps between scanning operations, regardless of the length of its sleep pe-

riod, this VM is classified as latency-bound because its average CPU burst length, which

corresponds to a full scan of the memory buffer (same size as the L2 cache), is less than

the 5ms threshold. As a result, the attacker VM and the victim VM are classified into two

scheduling groups that do not share L2 cache, which is equivalent to running these VMs on

different CPU packages. As shown in § 6.1.2, the resulting effectiveness of the attack is no

more than 13.8% increase in the runtime of the victim workload.

For the second scenario, we have to modify the attacker workload to make it enter and

stay in the throughput-bound group as the victim. Given the 5ms cutoff, we let it scan the

allocated memory buffer three times before sleeping. Intuitively, the effectiveness of the

attack is sacrificed as it spends more time on repeating itself without evicting the victim’s

cache contents.
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Figure 7.1: The effectiveness of the cache-based performance degradation attack after re-
stricting both the attacker VM and the victim VM in the throughput-bound group with
partition-based scheduling.

Figure 7.1 supports this intuition. Compared with Figure 6.1 in the characterization

study in § 6.2, the effectiveness of this attack, as depicted by the maximum runtime in-

crease, is reduced from 77.9% to 34.8% for the “same core” case and from 129.5% to

99.6% for the “same package” case.

Finally, for the third scenario for which both the attacker VM and the victim VM are in

the latency-bound group, our partition-based scheduling scheme offers neither advantage

nor disadvantage over Xen’s default scheduler. Therefore, its evaluation is omitted.

7.4.1.2 Information Leakage Attack

As discussed in § 7.2.2, the partition-based mitigation technique is effective against the

information leakage attack using the cache-based side channel, but not the covert channel.

To demonstrate its effectiveness, we also follow the three scheduling scenarios as for the

performance degradation attack.

The workloads we use for the demonstration is based on the attack designed by Zhang

et al. [97]. It consists of a measurement stage and an analysis stage. The analysis stage uses

the data obtained in the measurement stage offline to uncover the bits in the private key

used and leaked by a vulnerable software package running in the victim VM. Therefore,

this second stage is irrelevant to our study, and we use the effectiveness of the measurement

stage to represent the effectiveness of the attack.
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Specifically, Zhang et al. report that they performed 300,000,000 measurement trials in

work-conserving mode and 1,900,000,000 trials in non-work-conserving mode to gather

enough data for further analysis—the first experiment lasted about six hours and the second

lasted about 45 hours [97]. In our evaluation, we show how much time we would need to

conduct the same amount of measurement trials as the metric of the attacking effectiveness

after applying workload partitioning. Note that for this particular attack, the L1 cache is

probed for leaked information. It means on our testbed, the attacker VM and the victim

VM must share the same CPU core.

To begin with, if we apply their measurement methodology directly, the victim VM

is classified as throughput-bound as it is required to conduct crypto operations repeatedly

with the same private key, and the attacker VM appears latency-bound because it repeats a

measure-then-idle cycle with the measuring operation taking less than 500 microseconds.

Therefore, the victim VM does not share CPU cache with the attacker VM, and no leaked

information can be learned as before. To simplify our experiments, we use a synthetic

victim workload that uses memory scanning operations instead of crypto operations to spin

the CPU because we do not need any useful data to perform the analysis stage.

In the scenario of co-scheduling as throughput-bound VMs, we need to slow down

the measurement operations of the attack VM to make each period last at least 5ms be-

fore idling; otherwise it cannot be classified as throughput-bound. The consequence of this

modification is that the attacker VM can only effectively probe the shared L1 cache once

every 5ms at the best. As a result, in the non-work-conserving mode, it would at least take

us over 2,600 hours to perform 1,900,000,000 trials.

Finally, to construct the third scenario with the two VMs in the same latency-bound

group, we modify the victim workload to insert 1ms sleep times between sets of memory

scanning operations. Each set of the memory scanning operations is adjusted to last a little

less than 5ms so that the victim VM appears as latency-bound to the workload classifier. In

this case, the Xen’s default 1ms rate limit mechanism can help contain the effectiveness of

the attacker’s probing operations because the attacker VM cannot preempt the victim VM

more often than once every 1ms under rate limiting. As a result, to perform 1,900,000,000

trials of effective cache probing, it would take at least 528 hours.
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Figure 7.2: An excerpt of the execution pattern of the victim VM running a latency-bound
workload suffering from the side channel attack.

Interestingly, in this third scenario, there two other conditions that further limit the

effectiveness of cache probing. We use Figure 7.2 to explain this observation. This figure

shows an excerpt of the execution pattern of the victim VM. It is generated with Xen’s VM

scheduling trace for about 130ms. There are three different types of rectangles in the figure,

each of which represents an execution state. The width of the rectangles corresponds to the

length of the execution time for each state. Among the three types of rectangles, the thin

rectangles filled with the gray color are the expected 1ms execution periods. Specifically,

the victim VM runs for a little over 1ms then gets preempted for a short while by the

attack VM to probe the shared L1 cache. This pattern repeats until the victim finishes

a set of memory scanning operation and sleeps. However, there are two other types of

rectangles. The thin empty ones represent the 1ms sleep times between memory scanning

operations. During this periods, the attack VM cannot learn any useful information because

the victim is not running. In addition, the thick rectangles with the grid pattern represent

the continuous execution of the victim without preemption. This state happens when the

attacker VM does not have a high enough priority to preempt the victim VM (e.g., the

attacker VM runs out of credits). As a result, during these periods, the attacker VM cannot

execute roughly once very 5ms, which is similar to the second scenario with the two VMs in

the throughput-bound group. With these two conditions combined, the time for the attacker

to perform 1,900,000,000 trials of effective cache probing is expected to be significantly

higher than 528 hours.
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Scenarios Runtime (throughput-bound) 99th Latency 99.9th Latency
Baseline 54.45s 1.44ms 13.26ms

Partitioned 52.69s 0.45ms 0.48ms
Improvement 3.23% 68.75% 96.38%

Table 7.1: The performance impact of the partition-based scheduling scheme for benign
workloads.

To sum up, regardless of which scheduling group the victim VM belongs, the expected

effectiveness of the measurement stage for the side channel attack is significantly reduced

by our partition-based scheduling scheme.

7.4.2 Performance Impact

In this subsection, we demonstrate the performance impact of our partition-based schedul-

ing scheme. We allocate four VMs on the same physical machine to share two CPU cores.

Each VM can use up to 50% of one physical core. Our experiments use a latency-bound

workload that runs a Thrift RPC server [71] and a throughput-bound workload that re-

peats a cycle of scanning a L2-cache-sized buffer 100 times and sleeping for 1ms. These

two workloads are designed to be partitioned into separate scheduling groups.

The evaluation includes two scenarios that co-schedule two latency-bound VMs and

two throughput-bound VMs on the two shared CPU cores. We demonstrate the performance

impact of our approach by comparing the runtime of the throughput-bound workload and

the tail latency (the 99th and 99.9th percentiles) of the latency-bound workload. For both

cases, the shared CPU cores reside in different packages so that they do not share L2 cache.

Note that the overhead of workload classification is negligible because it only happens at

most once per second in our current implementation.

In the first scenario, the four guest VMs are allowed to float across the shared CPU

cores. In other words, it is up to the default credit scheduler to determine how to map guest

VMs to available CPU cores. This scenario represents the baseline. In the second scenario,

the VMs are partitioned by their workloads—the two throughput-bound VMs are scheduled

on one core and the latency-bound VMs are scheduled on the other. The two groups of VMs

are not allowed to migrate across cores.
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Table 7.1 shows the performance comparison between the two scenarios. Our partition-

based scheduling brings improved performance across all three metrics, instead of intro-

ducing undue overhead. It improves tail network latency because after partitioning, latency-

bound VMs only need to compete for the CPU core with each other. By definition, latency-

bound workloads do not use much CPU time between schedules. Therefore, they do not

delay the interrupt processing of each other. This is essentially the same reason why Bob-

tail (Chapter 4) works. The difference is that the solution described in this chapter is host-

centric and partitions at the CPU core level, while Bobtail is guest-centric partitions at the

physical machine level.

In addition, the runtime of throughput-bound workloads also improves because by

avoiding sharing CPU cores with latency-bound workloads, the throughput-bound work-

loads experience fewer cache misses and context switches. However, their improvement

shown in Table 7.1 is rather marginal—merely 3.23%. After an investigation, we find that

the throughput-bound VMs are scheduled on the CPU core that shares L2 cache with the

core that runs dom0. Recall that Xen’s device driver model uses dom0 to handle I/O inter-

rupts and send virtual interrupts to other guest VMs. As a result, the throughput-bound VMs

still experience cache misses caused by the activity of dom0, and we only get a marginal

improvement in their runtime. To verify this speculation, we switch the CPU cores for the

two types of VMs and schedule the throughput-bound VMs in the package other than the

one that runs dom0. Not surprisingly, the same experiment with this new configuration now

yields a 16.64% improvement in the runtime of the throughput-bound VMs.

7.4.3 Parameterization

In this subsection, we discuss the impact of the parameters for the partition-based

scheduling scheme. There are two parameters in the system—the threshold of average CPU

burst length for workload classification, which is 5ms in our experiments, and the sampling

rate for collecting CPU usage statistics, for which we use once per second by default.

The value of the classification threshold can shape the behaviors of malicious work-

loads. Take the performance degradation attacks as an example. The attacker VM must
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increase its average CPU burst length to exceed the threshold value, in order to be classi-

fied as throughput-bound. In other words, a larger threshold translates to a larger burst of

CPU usage for workloads in the throughput-bound group. Benign workloads are therefore

better protected in this group. On the flip side, any workloads with their CPU burst length

below the threshold are classified into the latency-bound group, which does not benefit from

the partition-based scheduling. In short, a larger threshold value offers better protection for

fewer workloads. This conclusion is also applicable to the information leakage attack.

The sampling rate determines how long a VM can stay in a scheduling group before

reclassification. A malicious VM can fake its workload type and stay undetected for every

other sampling period. For example, with a one-second sampling rate, a latency-bound VM

can temporally make itself throughput-bound to get classified in the wrong group for one

second and attack its target VM with frequent preemption. But it will be sent back to the

latency-bound group the next second. As a result, for security reasons, we should favor a

large sampling rate as long as the resulting performance overhead is acceptable.

7.5 Summary

In this chapter, we mitigate the security interference between virtual machines by reduc-

ing the effectiveness of two cross-VM attacks—a performance degradation attack and an

information leakage attack—that abuse the shared CPU cache. Our solution is a partition-

based VM scheduling system with a host-centric design. Its intuition is to reduce frequent

VM preemption, which is critical to the effectiveness of the target attacks, without neg-

atively affecting the performance of benign workloads. This system works by scheduling

latency-bound VMs and throughput-bound VMs separately on disjointed groups of proces-

sors. The processor groups are allocated with minimized resource sharing across groups

in order to restrict cache sharing to only compatible workloads. Evaluation results show

that this scheduling scheme not only reduces the effectiveness of the target attacks but also

improves the performance of benign workloads due to controlled resource sharing, instead

of incurring undue overhead.
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CHAPTER 8

Conclusion

The paradigm of public cloud computing provides developers with the ability to build

Internet-scale applications without an upfront hardware investment, but it also presents new

challenges in ensuring the performance and security of the data center infrastructure. The

value of this dissertation is to study the interference between guest virtual machines (VMs)

in public clouds and design mitigation strategies. For performance problems, it character-

izes the impact of the interference on inter-VM network latency using live measurements

in a real public cloud, and it uncovers the root cause of the negative impact with controlled

experiments on a local testbed. Two methods are proposed to improve the inter-VM net-

work latency: a guest-centric solution is designed to exploit the properties of application

workloads to avoid the interference without any support from the underlying host infras-

tructure; a host-centric solution is designed to adapt the scheduling policies for the shared

resources that cause the interference without guest cooperation. For security problems, this

dissertation characterizes two cross-VM attacks that abuse the shared CPU cache. To mit-

igate such security interference, it designs a partition-based VM scheduling system, from

the perspective of the host infrastructure, to reduce the effectiveness of these cache-based

attacks without introducing undue harm to the performance of benign workloads. The next

few sections summarize some of the key insights this dissertation has produced, discuss the

limitations, and suggest future work.
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8.1 Insights

The key insight behind the proposed solutions is that by identifying the shared resources

that cause the interference and exploiting the properties of the workloads that share these

resources with adapted scheduling policies, public cloud services can reduce conflicts of

resource usage between guests and hence mitigate their interference.

Specifically, this dissertation has provided the insight that not all resource sharing is

bad. In public cloud environments, hardware resources are inevitably shared, and the per-

formance and security of guest applications are often negatively impacted by such sharing.

However, this dissertation has shown that if resource sharing is confined to only compat-

ible workloads, its negative impact on the performance and security of guest VMs can be

significantly reduced. While the exact definition of workload compatibility may depend on

the shared resources in question, generally speaking, the VMs that have a similar resource

access pattern usually play well with each other.

In addition, the work of avoiding multiple latency traps in virtualized data center in-

frastructure has provided the insight into the trade-offs between network throughput and

latency for cloud applications. We have shown that many latency problems are caused by

the design choices made to optimize for throughput, instead of by fundamental limitations,

like the speed of light. As a result, when designing user-facing applications and the infras-

tructure that supports such applications, we can reassess the resource scheduling policies

that balance throughput and latency and develop novel techniques to significantly reduce

network latency without negatively impacting throughput.

Finally, the techniques developed to mitigate the interference of shared processors be-

tween guest virtual machines has also provided the insight that by considering the unique

properties of public cloud computing, such as the use of non-work-conserving scheduling,

and exploiting the performance characteristics of guest workloads, we can deal with secu-

rity problems with lightweight mechanisms without trading-off the performance of benign

workloads. While there exists a semantic gap between guest VMs and the host infrastruc-

ture, many important properties of guest workloads can still be leveraged to contain the

negative impact of resource sharing on security and performance. In short, the paradigm of
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public cloud computing makes the problem of resource management more challenging than

private or dedicated data centers, but it also offers new opportunities to solve the problem

in unique ways.

8.2 Limitations

The techniques developed in this dissertation are evaluated using synthetic workloads

and simulations. While such experimentation techniques allow fine-grained control of vari-

ables and enable in-depth exploration of system design choices, they may not be sufficient

to reflect the properties of the systems running production workloads. Specifically, com-

pared with production workloads, the scale and complexities of synthetic workloads may

not be very representative. As a result, we may have overlooked important factors that affect

system behaviors in practice.

In addition, this dissertation has discussed techniques that mitigate the performance

and security interference between guest virtual machines instead of eliminating them all

together. In other words, the resource scheduling mechanisms discussed in this dissertation

do not improve virtual machine isolation directly but rather contain the negative impact

of imperfect isolation. This limitation is the result of the trade-off between complexity

and effectiveness. While cloud applications that require the absence of performance and

security interference certainly exist, improving the effectiveness often leads to increased

complexity in system design. Therefore, the solutions proposed in this dissertation aim to

strike a balance between the two and offer a reasonable trade-off for common applications.

Finally, regardless of the effort to strike such balance, the solutions offered by this

dissertation inevitably increase the complexity of cloud infrastructure. When considering

malicious cloud guests, it means these solutions also provide new avenues to attack or game

the system. For example, the two-level prioritization mechanism to reduce the queueing de-

lay found on data center switches could be exploited by greedy guests; they could gain a

higher priority by breaking down large flows into smaller ones using colluding VMs. How-

ever, such problems may only become evident when the systems are deployed in production

environments, which is an important problem to be addressed in future work.
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8.3 Future Work

One avenue of work unexplored in this dissertation is the mitigation of the interference

caused by other shared resources, such as disks and GPUs. The diversity of cloud appli-

cations stresses various aspects of resource scheduling in the public cloud infrastructure.

Therefore, a categorization of shared hardware resources with respect to application per-

formance and security in the context of public clouds is required. Both the application of

existing scheduling techniques to new resources and the exploration of new techniques are

worth future effort.

Another avenue for future work is to apply similar studies to different cloud service

providers and virtualization hypervisors (other than EC2 and Xen). Many problems and

solutions explored in this dissertation can be generalized to other infrastructure vendors.

However, new public cloud services, especially the ones using different hypervisor soft-

ware, also offer opportunities to discover new challenges. In addition, like [52], a horizon-

tal comparison of popular public cloud services for performance and security interference

would be valuable to both the developer and the research communities.

Finally, to address a key limitation of this dissertation, an important future work is to de-

ploy the proposed solutions in production cloud environments using production workloads.

Doing so is challenging in several aspects. In the case of Bobtail discussed in Chapter 4,

there are already extensive experiments conducted in real EC2 clouds; what is left is to

apply them to production workloads. However, other solutions proposed in this disserta-

tion require modification to the underlying cloud infrastructure, such as the hypervisor and

host operating system kernel, whose deployment can be challenging for commercial public

clouds. An alternative is to build a larger scale testbed, e.g., using a few hundred physical

machines, and then to deploy the systems described in this dissertation with production

workloads or traces. Regardless, evaluating the proposed solutions using a more realistic

setup should be an integral part of a future research agenda.
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